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For PortCastelló, 2019 meant the 
consolidation of achievements 
reached in previous years, 
and the launch of new 
improvements, based on solid 
planning, so that it can become 
more competitive, and increase 
sustainability and safety. After 
the dramatic growth of 2018, 
the APC crossed the threshold 
of 20 million tonnes of traffic 
and recorded profits of around 
€10 million. PortCastelló has the 
ninth highest throughput out 
of the 46 Spanish public ports. 
It ranks fourth in terms of solid 
bulk traffic and fifth in imports/
exports. These results have been 
achieved thanks to the hard 
work of the Port Community 
and the drive of our business 
community.

In economic terms, PortCastelló 
has become the third most 
profitable Port Authority in 
terms of return on assets 
(ROA) and the first in terms of 
return on equity (ROE), even 
though it has reduced port 
charges. These results have 
two positive effects: on the 
one hand, it means that the 
APC can deploy the ambitious 
Productive Investment Plan 
with its own resources, creating 
a good rail connection that will 
be key to ensuring sustainable 
growth and the development 
of the logistics activities area 

which will generate economic 
growth and employment in 
Castellon. On the other hand, 
it also means that charges can 
continue to be reduced and, 
as agreed in the Business Plan, 
when the Spanish State Budget 
is approved, there will only be 
two ports with lower vessel 
charges than PortCastelló and 
only four with lower goods 
charges.

I would like to highlight three 
innovative projects that 
were undertaken in 2019: 
firstly, the installation of 
particle collectors connected 
to the Valencian Regional 
Government’s air quality 
measurement network. The 
five collectors, located from 
north to south along the 
western edge of the port, 
are a further step forward 
in the port’s Environmental 
Protection Plan which, with its 
eighteen measures, drawn up 
by environmental specialists, 
is positioning PortCastelló 
as a port benchmark in this 
field. Secondly, I would like 
to highlight the drafting of 
a Universal Accessibility 
Plan that has detected 
shortcomings which go 
unnoticed by people without 
disability. Over the next few 
years, budget allocations will 
be made to address these 

deficiencies. Finally, I would 
like to highlight the first ever 
Preventive Maintenance Plan 
for the port facilities which has 
detected structural damage on 
the Levante Quay that would 
have led to its collapse. From 
now onwards, PortCastelló 
will systematically assess what 
condition its infrastructure is in, 
including underwater elements, 
to ensure it is safe.

As an African proverb says “if 
you want to go fast, go alone; if 
you want to go far, go together”. 
PortCastelló wants to go far and 
therefore needs to engage and 
work hand in hand with the Port 
Community, aligning efforts in 
the Strategic Plan, and with the 
people of Castellon, to whom it 
is growing increasingly closer, 
participating in activities such 
as the Castellon City Council 
initiative, “Escala a Castelló” (Call 
at Castellon), which has been a 
resounding success in its second 
year.

This report provides detailed 
information on the activities 
carried out throughout the 
year thanks to the hard work 
and enthusiasm of the Port 
Community, which works twenty-
four hours a day, seven days a 
week, to ensure that PortCastelló 
continues to offer a competitive 
service to our manufacturing 
community.

Francisco Toledo Lobo 

LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN
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Main facts and figures / milestones (I_22)
In the 2019 financial year, the 
Port of Castellon consolidated 
its ninth position in the Spanish 
port ranking, handling a total 
of 20.7 million tonnes. A 
breakdown of goods throughput 
during the year shows that liquid 
bulk traffic rose to 10.6 million 
tonnes, representing an increase 
of 2% over 2018. Solid bulk, 
with a total of 7.1 million tonnes, 
fell by 4.42%, conventional 
general cargo remained stable 
at 0.2 million tonnes and, finally, 
containerised traffic decreased 
by 9.38% to 2.8 million tonnes. 
A total of 202,828 TEUs were 
handled in 2019, representing 
a decrease of 11.46%. A total 
of 5,462 passengers moved 
through the port. All these 
passengers came from cruise 
ships.

The APC closed the 2019 
financial year with an operating 
profit of almost €13 million and 
profit for the year of almost €10 
million. This was achieved thanks 
to the management policies 
applied by the Port Authority 
that continue to be geared 
towards generating new income, 
and streamlining expenditure 
and investments. In short, the 
port is becoming increasingly 
competitive. Turnover in the 
2019 financial year was €31 
million and profitability, as 
per articles 157 and 166 of the 
Spanish Law on State-owned 
Ports and the Merchant Navy 
(TRLPEMM), was 4.84%.

Cash flow amounted to €17.3 
million which, together with 
other financial investments and 
assets, enabled us to obtain 
working capital of €55.8 million, 
compared to €44 million in 2018. 

The positive economic results 
enabled the APC to comply with 
the principle of self-funding 
and thus strengthen its financial 
stability, controlling leverage 
and the costs associated with 
it. This means that it can adapt 
and grow sustainably, as well 
as becoming more competitive 
on the international scene, and 
transfer part of the savings 
generated by port operations 
to the rest of the port logistics 
chain.

In its commitment to continuous 
improvement and to tackling 
new strategic challenges, in 
2019, the Port of Castellon 
started work on its new 2020-
2024 Strategic Plan. The plan 
is being drawn up with the 
active participation of the 
port’s stakeholders in order to 
establish new objectives and 
strategic priorities based on the 
port’s social and business reality.

To promote competitiveness 
in the port, the APC is 
driving projects that facilitate 
intermodality, such as the rail 
connection between docks, 
an intermodal station, and the 
south rail access, in conjunction 
with ADIF.

In 2019, progress continued 
to be made in the preliminary 
stages of the future intermodal 
station. The operational study 
was carried out and revealed 
the need to organise a first 
phase in which the facility can 
cater for daily peak traffic of 
eight 538-metre-long container 
trains and a 236-metre-long 
bulk train. 

At the end of the year, the 
tender procedure began for the 
project to build an overpass 
over the Iberdrola channel and 
a road to connect the South 
Dock access roundabout to the 
liquid bulk area. The procedure 
for the tendering of the fire-
fighting network project for 
the South Dock, consisting 
of a network of underground 
hydrants and a pressurised 
water supply system using 
a tank and pumps, was also 
initiated. 

Within the framework of the 
investments aimed at the 
development of the South 
Dock, the Port Authority of 
Castellon carried out various 
construction projects during 
2019 in response to the demand 
generated by the growth 
in solid bulk traffic. These 
consisted of the paving of an 
esplanade of more than  
30,000 m², as well as 440 
metres of 12.50 metre-wide 
roads.

9th
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In the North Dock, blocks were 
added to raise and strengthen 
the wave wall on the North 
Breakwater which has been 
damaged in recent years by 
the impact of several storms, 
thus compromising the safety 
and effectiveness of the port 
operations carried out within the 
facility.

In addition, as part of the 
actions aimed at improving 
port-city integration and 
boosting the tourist value of the 
area, a wall was built using large 
ceramic tiles and LED lighting, 
which has significantly improved 
the appearance of the Plaza de 
Sète, concealing the back of the 
premises in the Plaza del Mar.

In 2019, the fuel supply service 
was adapted to become a port 
service and three licences were 
granted under Regulation (EU) 
No. 2017/352 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 
15 February 2017 establishing a 
framework for the provision of 
port services and laying down 
common rules on financial 
transparency in ports. 

On 21 June 2019, the Board of 
Directors approved the Specific 
Terms and Conditions for the 
provision of the shipping agent 
service in the Port of Castellon. 
This document was published 
in the Spanish Official State 
Gazette on 4 July 2019. Under 
these terms and conditions, 
a total of 19 authorisations to 
provide this commercial service 
were processed during 2019.

The APC continues to support 
environmental sustainability, 
as evidenced by the initiatives 
aimed at minimising and 
limiting the impact of solid 
bulk operations. These actions 
included the environmental 
monitoring of all these 
operations, and the signing of 
a Good Environmental Practice 
Agreement with one of the 
solid bulk terminal operators 
in the South Dock. Another of 
the environmental measures 
implemented during the 
year consisted of including 
five APC particle collectors 
in the Valencian Regional 
Government’s Monitoring 

Network. This meant that the 
emission of PM

10
 and PM

2.5
 

particles are now continuously 
monitored around the entire 
port perimeter.

Regarding private-sector 
investment and in line with 
the APC’s commitment to 
sustainability, in 2019, all the 
necessary steps were taken 
to be able to start work on 
the two concessions on the 
Ceramic Quay to build closed 
and semi-closed warehouses 
for solid bulk traffic, as well as 
the acquisition of machinery 
such as covered conveyors and 
ecological scales and hoppers 
to protect the environment.

One of the main objectives of 
the Port Authority of Castellon 
in this new stage of leadership 
is to coherently tackle the 
future digital scenario in order 
to ensure the sustainability of 
the services it provides. We 
must create this future through 
a digital transformation strategy 
that improves technological 
applications and boosts digital 
training for our staff in order to 

identify, evaluate and prioritise 
the port’s activities based on 
a new sustainable, innovative 
business model.

In this strategy, the security, 
veracity, integrity and 
uniqueness of the information 
and documentation managed 
in and with the Port Authority 
of Castellon are paramount. 
The strategy deals with cross-
cutting disciplines and centres 
mainly on good change 
management in terms of 
business culture and digital 
capacities and skills. From a 
purely technological point of 
view, the actions which had 
the greatest impact in 2019 
were the implementation of 
the e-office, the creation of 
multimedia audiovisual rooms, 
and the implementation of 
dual screens in the majority 
of workstations, primarily to 
reduce the use of paper, thus 
generating environmental 
improvements in services. 

Main facts and figures / milestones (I_22)
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1.1. Mission, Vision 
      and Values
The Mission, Vision and Values of the Port Authority of 
Castellon commit the Port Community to becoming more 
competitive, in the interests of their customers, to creating 
value through innovation and to consolidating the Port of 
Castellon as a driving force behind the development of its 
local social and business network. 

To promote the holistic 
provision of logistics services 
that add value to our 
customers, encouraging port-
city integration and acting 
as a driving force behind the 
development of its local social 
and business network.

To be a highly competitive 
port through innovation and 
to be a benchmark in the 
Mediterranean for its proactive 
attitude and sustainability.

Customer satisfaction

Sense of belonging

Personal touch in dealings 
with people

Commitment to improving 
society as a whole

Safety

Teamwork

MISSION

VISION

VALUES
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1.2. Strategic Plan
In 2019, after the culmination 
of the 2013-2017 Strategic 
Plan, the Port Authority of 
Castellon started working on a 
new Strategic Plan based on a 
timeline of 2020-2024 (SP24). 
The plan was drawn up with 
the assistance of a specialised 
external company, which was 
responsible for reviewing the 
previous plan. The aim of this 
process was to define the lines 

of action and objectives that 
will enable the appropriate 
port, investment, commercial, 
service and organisational 
policies to be developed in 
the coming years, thus laying 
the foundations for achieving 
competitive advantages 
that will foster short-term 
commercial returns and the 
creation of value in the long 
term. 

The future 2020-2024 Strategic 
Plan must enable the APC 
to tackle future challenges 
and serve as a roadmap for 
consolidating the Port of 
Castellon as a benchmark in 
the Mediterranean in terms of 
service quality, a blue growth 
strategy, management efficiency 
and competitiveness.

Until the implementation of the 
SP24, the APC continues to 
follow the strategy marked out 
in the 2013-2017 Strategic Plan, 
whose fundamental objective 
centres on making the Port of 
Castellon more competitive, 
for the benefit of all its 
stakeholders.

To achieve this objective, the strategic lines established at the time were: 

OPTIMISING PROCESSES 
AND SERVICES  

The aim is to make the 
port more competitive by 
continuously improving 
processes in the Port 
Community, ensuring 

premium value for money, 
speed and quality.

1 2 3 4 5
DEVELOPING 

INTERMODALITY  
Promoting competitiveness 

by integrating all means 
of transport into the port’s 

logistics chain.  

 ADDING VALUE TO 
ASSETS  

This line aims to increase 
the use of infrastructures 
and available land as the 
backbone of the port’s 
development and as a 

driving force for society in 
general.

BALANCING OUT AND 
DIVERSIFYING TRAFFIC  

The aim is to encourage a 
balanced increase in the 
volume of traffic handled 

through the port, seeking to 
maintain competitiveness 

over time and adding value 
to services.

PROMOTING 
SUSTAINABILITY AND 
CORPORATE SOCIAL 

RESPONSIBILITY 
POLICIES  

The objective is to 
strengthen the role of the 
port as an agent for the 

development of the social 
and business community, 
thus fostering port-city 

integration.
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1.2. Strategic Plan

The most significant activities carried out in 2019 included:

1. Optimising processes and services
SAMOA 2 project

Improvements in GISWEB and GISPORT

Communication Process in Fuel Supply

Communication Process in MARPOL Service

2. Developing intermodality
Study into demand for the intermodal station

Development of a plot in sector B6 of the South Dock

Tender to convert the South Dock’s road 1.3 into a dual carriageway

Tender for the overpass over the Iberdrola channel

Tender for the fire-fighting network in the South Dock

3. Adding value to assets
Analysis of the logistics services offered near the port  

New communication channels with concessionaires

Enhancing the value of public areas by opening them up to the general public

Information guides for new Port Authority of Castellon concessionaires, bidders and service providers

4. Balancing out and diversifying traffic
Study of the main ceramic production centres (finished products)
Study of the possible introduction of new regular lines in the Port of Castellon
Study of the possible introduction of feeder lines in the Port of Castellon

5. Promoting sustainability and CSR policies
Environmental monitoring of port operations

Integration of five particle collectors in the Valencian Regional Government’s Air Quality Network

Implementation of an Environmental Management System

Carbon footprint: 2018 emissions inventory, quantification, analysis and reduction plan

Use of alternative energy sources: photovoltaic energy

OPS (Onshore Power Supply) feasibility study

Marine pollution emergency drills

Visits to the Port of Castellon

Participation in the CSR working group

The initiatives are developed through five working 
groups, one per strategic line, and are validated 
biannually in the Competitiveness Committee, made up 
of representatives from the Port Community and the Port 
Authority.
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1.3.1. Board of Directors (I_02, I_03, S_05)

1.3. Governing bodies

NAME POSITION ON THE 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

ORGANISATION/INDUSTRY 
REPRESENTED

POSITION IN THE SOURCE ORGANISATION 

Hon. Mr. Francisco Toledo Lobo Chairman Port Authority of Castellon Chairman 

Mr. Sebastián Plá Colomina Deputy Chairman Port-related economic 
sectors

Chairman of the Castellon Association of Shipping Agents 
and Port Companies

Ms. Ana Ulloa Piñeiro Director Port Authority of Castellon Director

In representation of:

Mr. José Javier Peris Segarra Member Valencian Regional 
Government

Maritime Safety Coordinator in the Castellon 
Harbourmaster’s Office

.Mr. Carlos Domingo Soler Member 
Valencian Regional 
Government

Director General of Public Works, Transport and Mobility

Ms. María Ángeles Fernández 
Izquierdo Member 

Valencian Regional 
Government

Professor of Financial Economics and Accounting at the 
Jaume I University of Castellon 

Mr. Carlos Cabrera Ahís Member Valencian Regional 
Government

Deputy Chairman of the Castellon Businessowners 
Confederation

Ms. Amparo Marco Gual Member Castellon City Council Mayor of Castellon

Ms. Alicia Brancal Mas Member Castellon City Council Deputy Mayor of Castellon

Mr. Antonio Góngora Zurro Member 
Spanish Central 
Government

Head of Intermodality and Logistics, State-owned Ports 
Body

Mr. Alberto Torró Molés Member (until 8/8/2019)
Spanish Central 
Government

Chief Treasury Counsel in Castellon

Ms. Lorena Fatás Pérez Member (from 
8/8/2019)

Spanish Central 
Government

Chief Treasury Counsel

Mr. José Miguel Manaute Raposo Member 
Spanish Central 
Government

Harbourmaster

Mr. Antonio Mateu Ortí Member 
Spanish Central 
Government

Official of the Central Government Office in Castellon

Ms. María Dolores Guillamón Fajardo Member Official Chamber of 
Commerce, Industry and 
Shipping

Chairwoman

Ms. Pilar Gimeno Escrig Member Business organisations
Representative of the Castellon Businessowners 
Confederation

Mr. Juan Antonio Gimena Robles Member Trade unions Port-sector Provincial Secretary 

Mr. Ramón Balaguer Mellado Member (from 01/01/19) Secretary APC Head of Institutional Relations
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1.3.2. Shipping and Port Council (I_06)

1.3.3. Port Services Committee

The Shipping and Port Council provides assistance and information to the Harbourmaster’s Office and the Port Authority Chairman.  
The organisations and bodies that play a direct, relevant role in the smooth running of the port and maritime trade, and that can 
effectively contribute to it, are represented on the Council. 

The Port Services Committee is a group within the Shipping and Port Council. Its members are representatives of port services and 
organisations and the most relevant industry employee and service provider organisations.

The Port Services Committee is made up of representatives from:

Port Authority of Castellon

Harbourmaster’s Office  

Freight forwarding companies

Stevedoring companies

Tugboat companies

Mooring companies

Solid and liquid waste companies

Shipping agents

State-owned Stevedoring Company

Castellon Pilots Corporation

Coordinadora Port Workers Union

Trade unions

ANESCO

Spanish Passenger Port Service Provider Association
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOUTH DOCK

Paving Plot B6 in the South Dock

The constant growth of solid bulk traffic in the Port of 
Castellon requires additional surface areas for stocking 
and storing this type of cargo. In 2019,  
the Port Authority of Castellon carried out various 
projects to pave plots and build roads as part of the 
investment programme aimed at developing land in the 
South Dock.

Roads 0.1 and 2.3 in the South Dock
Roads 0.1 and 2.3 were built to provide access to the new solid bulk 
storage areas.

 Road 0.1 is 210 m long and 12.50 m wide and included the 
modification of the junction of the main road in the South Dock 
with the entrance roundabout.

Road 2.3. is 230 metres long and 12.50 metres wide.

Both projects involved the construction of drainage networks, 
drinking and industrial water supplies, electricity networks and 
street lighting. The paving works consisted of laying 25 cm of 
artificial gravel, primer spraying, 30 cm of hot-mix asphalt and 
adhesive spraying between the different layers.  In addition, the 
future central reservation was built, enclosed with a prefabricated 
concrete kerb and paved with 10cm thick fibre reinforced concrete. 
The works were completed with the installation of vertical and 
horizontal signage, as well as different cylindrical bollards and New 
Jersey concrete barriers.

A new esplanade was created, with the paving of a 33,224 m2 plot 
in sector B6 of the South Dock. This work, together with further 
paving to be carried out in a future second phase, will provide the 
South Dock with 60,300 m2 of space for solid bulk storage. The 
project consisted of creating esplanades, installing drainage and 
lighting networks and building a road surface comprising 25 cm of 
artificial gravel and 25 cm of concrete reinforced with plastic fibres, 
as well as installing expansion joints.

1.4.  Infrastructure and port areas 
1.4.1. Infrastructure

1.4.2. Port works

In 2019, the Port Authority of Castellon invested around €3.5 million in infrastructure, most of which was allocated to the building  
of roads and developing plots in the new South Dock.
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PORT-CITY INTEGRATION AREA STRENGTHENING THE WAVE WALL ON THE NORTH 
BREAKWATER

Concealing the back of the premises  
in the Plaza del Mar
Since the Plaza de Sète was built at the end of 2018, the square has 
hosted numerous open-air activities which add value to the port-
city integration areas on the Costa Quay.  A plan was designed to 
conceal the rubbish containers at the back of the premises in Plaza 
del Mar by building a concrete wall thus improving the appearance 
of Plaza de Sète.  The work consisted of putting up a concrete wall 
using a ventilated facade system, covering it with large ceramic 
tiles, and adding lighting using horizontal lamps with diffusers  
and LED fixtures.

In the last few years, waves have frequently washed over different 
parts of the North Breakwater wave wall, especially during winter 
storms. These storms have caused numerous concrete blocks 
to fall off the top layer into the sea in certain sections of the 
aforementioned breakwater.  

By raising and strengthening the wave wall on the North 
Breakwater, the aim is to guarantee safety and ensure the wave 
walls comply with their function so that the activities that take 
place in the area the breakwater protects can be carried out 
effectively.  The project also included the manufacture and 
installation of concrete blocks. 

1.4.2. Port works
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1.4.3. Port area planning (I_07)

1.4.3.1.  Demarcation of Port Areas and Usage (DEUP) (I_17, E_10, E_11)

As set out in Article 69.3 of Spanish Legislative Royal Decree 2/2011 of 5 September under which the recast text of the Spanish Law on 
State-owned Ports and the Merchant Navy was passed, the Port Authority’s Board of Directors ratified the proposal for the Demarcation 
of Port Areas and Usage (hereinafter DEUP) at the Port of Castellon in a board meeting held on 13 December 2013. The new DEUP 
document was also drawn up and was approved at the Board Meeting held on 21 December 2019 and was sent to the State-owned Ports 
Body on 26 December of the same year. It is currently being processed. 

To find out more about the DEUP, go to 
https://www.portcastello.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/sostenibilidad_11.pdf (Spanish only)

Throughput in tonnes per square metre in the aforementioned service area (State-owned Ports Body (OPPE) indicator : E_10)

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Total throughput in tonnes (t) 12,908,699 13,879,800 15,590,256 16,444,769 17,042,674 17,882,185 21,107,759 20,697,211

Concession surface area (m2) 2,750,000 2,750,000 2,750,000 2,750,000 2,750,000 2,750,000 2,750,000 2,750,000

Ratio (t/m2) 4.69 5.05 5.67 5.98 6.20 6.50 7.68 7.53

As shown in the table above, the throughput ratio in tonnes handled by cargo terminals was 62.53%.  This is due to the fact that terminal 
traffic increased by 1.96%, while goods traffic at the end of 2019 had fallen by 1.95%.

The number of tonnes handled per linear metre of quay decreased as a result of the drop in goods traffic during 2019.

Throughput in tonnes per linear metre of active quay (OPPE: E_11)

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Total throughput in tonnes (t) 12,908,699 13,879,800 15,590,256 16,444,769 17,04,674 17,882,185 21,107,759 20,697,211

No. linear metres of active quays 
(m)

8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750

Ratio (t/m) 1,475.28 1,586.26 1,781.74 1,879.40 1,947.73 2,043.68 2,412.32 2,365.40

2019 ended with a drop in goods traffic of 410,547 tonnes compared to the previous year. This led to a decrease in the throughput ratio  
of tonnes per square metre from  7.68 t/m2 a 7.53 t/m2.

Total throughput in tonnes handled by cargo terminals (OPPE: I_17)

N.B.: Quays with private berths during the entire year have been taken into account: BP (South Dock, buoy field, pontoon island), UBE, CLH, Infinita Renovables and Portsur.

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Throughput handled by cargo 
terminals on private quays (t)

7,097,480 7,729,540 9,311,697 10,036,328 9,633,128 9,781,498 12,692,789.17 12,941,356.55

Total goods traffic (t) 12,908,699 13,879,800 15,590,256 16,444,769 17,042,674 17,882,185 21,107,759 20,697,211

Ratio (%) 54.98 55.69 59.73 61.03 56.52 54.70 60.13 62.53

https://www.portcastello.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/sostenibilidad_11.pdf
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1.4.3.2.  Road access

1.4.3.3.  Rail access

To stop heavy goods traffic going through 
the city centre and ensure a good road 
link to the coast from the former N-225 
A-road, the Port Authority of Castellon built 
a provisional shortcut to the South Dock. 
In 2017, the Ministry of Development took 
charge of the drafting of the new road 
access to the South Dock, which consists of 
joining the CV-183 road, formerly the N-225, 
to the coast and thus connecting the port’s 
South Dock. This will reduce the impact of 
road traffic, i.e. emissions of polluting gases 
such as CO, CO

2
 and noise pollution.

The administrative procedure to obtain the Environmental Impact 
Statement for the southern railway access was initiated at the end 
of 2013.

In 2014, the regulations for processing Environmental Impact 
Statements were modified, and the public consultation process 
had to be repeated so that any relevant statements could be 
made and subsequently sent to the Ministry of Agriculture, Food 
and the Environment.

In May 2015, the Environmental Impact Statement for the southern 
railway access via its central route was obtained and published in the 
Official State Gazette (BOE) on 29 May. Subsequently, in July, the 
information study on the southern access was definitively approved.

The drafting of the construction projects continued throughout 
2019, and they are now almost complete.
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1.5.  Traffic and markets
1.5.1. Port traffic (I_10) 

In 2019, total goods traffic in the Port of Castellon once again 
exceeded 20 million tonnes, 20,720,852 tonnes to be precise, 
which represents a decrease of 1.97% over 2018. This is the result of 
decreases in both solid bulk and general cargo.

In 2019, liquid bulk traffic reached a new record high of 10,601,850 
tonnes, representing an increase of 2.00% over the previous year. 
This figure reflects significant growth in goods such as crude oil 
(14.3%), biodiesel (22.3%) and sulphuric acid (9.7%). Conversely,  
the volumes of fuel oil (-12.2%), diesel oil (-20.5%), cyclohexane 
(-3.8%) and ethers (-17.8%) all decreased.

Total traffic Liquid bulk

Total traffic evolution

Liquid bulk evolution
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1.5.1. Port traffic (I_10) 

 Solid bulk traffic performed well, although it did not reach the 
figures registered in 2018. Throughput reached 7.1 million tonnes 
in 2019, which was 4.42% down on the previous year’s figures. 
The most significant increases were in clays (2.8%), grain (28.7%), 
fertiliser phosphates (48.9%) and natural phosphates (16.0%).  
Other goods had negative growth rates such as feldspar (-3.3%), 
kaolin (-6.1%), coke (-21.2%), zirconium (-12.5%), ammonium 
sulphate (-7.2%) and urea (-35.7%).

General cargo fell by 8.84% during 2019, with a drop of 9.38%  
in containerised cargo and 1.96% in conventional general cargo.

Containerised goods stood at 2,763,036 tonnes. A total of 202,828 
TEUs were handled, representing a decrease of 11.46%. Containers 
in transit increased by 6.99%, while the number of TEUs handled, 
excluding transit, fell by 12.06%.

In terms of conventional general cargo, frits and glazes increased 
(11.65%), as did carbonates (73.17%), while citrus fruit (-19.00%)  
and board traffic (-22.56%) decreased.

Solid bulk General cargo

Solid bulk evolution

General cargo evolution
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1.5.1. Port traffic (I_10) 

As shown in the type of goods evolution graph, during the last 
two years there has been a significant increase in liquid and solid 
bulk. In 2019, liquid bulk accounted for 51.2% of total throughput, 
compared with 34.3% for solid bulk and 14.4% for general cargo.

Type of goods 
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Ro-ro traffic fell by 11.60% compared to the previous year. Fifty-six 
Ro-ro ships called at the port, which represents a decrease of 24.32% 
in this type of vessel.

Ro-ro traffic
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In 2019, wheeled traffic accounted for 48.16% of total goods 
throughput, reaching 9,980,000 tonnes. The share of wheeled 
traffic fell compared to the previous year as a result of the increase 
in the percentage of liquid bulk and the decrease in solid bulk  
and general cargo moved by road.

All the marketing and promotion actions implemented over the last 
few years came to fruition in 2019. There was a notable increase in 
the number of calls during the year,  reaching five in total. These 
calls were also made by larger ships. Thus, the port welcomed a 
total of 5,462 cruise passengers and 2,338 crew members during 
the year.  We were visited by three different shipping companies: 
two carrying American passengers and one with British passengers 
on board.

Cruise companies are becoming increasingly familiar with Castellon 
as a destination, thanks to our participation in the Seatrade Cruise 
Global fairs held in Miami (8-11 April) and in Seatrade Europe held 
in Hamburg (10-13 September), as well as our attendance at the 
Ports&Destination Summit conferences organised by the CLIA, 
prior to these fairs, which enabled the Port of Castellon to meet the 
heads of itinerary planning in the Mediterranean.  

Attendance at the International Cruise Summit in Madrid (27-28 
November) and FITUR (23-27 January) means that we can keep 
up to date with all the latest trends in the cruise industry, engage 
in networking and learn new approaches to the industry and 
innovative ways of analysing it.  

Through the Castellon Cruise Club, we continue working to make 
Castellon known to potential tourists.

Membership of the MedCruise Association gives us greater visibility 
with cruise lines.  Attendance at the two annual general meetings 
(AGMs) provides us with opportunities to organise B2B meetings 
with cruise line itinerary managers. In May, the 54th AGM was held 
in Kusadasi and in October, the 55th AGM was hosted in Antibes.

Wheeled traffic

Total traffic /wheeled traffic
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1.5.3. Sustainable mobility (I_22, I_23, I_24) 
The Port of Castellon is promoting different strategies aimed at achieving greater integration and coordination of the different modes of 
transport, to improve environmental efficiency and the competitiveness of the transport chains.

In 2019, 51.17% of total traffic was transported by pipeline, 48.16% by road, and the remaining 0.56% was transit, as there was no rail freight.

In order to reduce road congestion, the aim is to encourage traffic to use Ro-ro transport. In 2019, Ro-ro traffic stood at 351,299 tonnes. 
This represented 11.72% of total general cargo.

The number of Ro-ro ships was 56, which represented 3.18% of the total number of vessels calling at the port.

Percentage of goods transported by rail and road (OPPE: I_24)

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Rail 16,768 29,493 30,686 34,463 36,301 6,704 0 0

Road 5,595,572 6,031,583 7,193,783 7,790,593 8,242,845 9,548,633 10,623,768 9,980,111

TOTAL 5,612,340 6,061,076 7,224,469 7,825,056 8,279,146 9,555,337 10,623,768 9,980,111

% Rail 0.3 0.49 0.42 0.44 0.44 0.07 0.00 0.00

% Road 99.7 99.51 99.58 99.56 99.56 99.93 100.00 100.00

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Ro-ro traffic (t) 364,105 471,239 405,668 486,751 621,141 537,427 397,406 351,299

Total general cargo (t) 2,481,269 2,928,784 3,001,021 3,153,682 3,489,164 3,583,884 3,048,975 2,997,881

Ro-ro percentage share (%) 14.67 16.09 13.52 15.43 17.80 15.00 13.03 11.72
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1.6.  Concessions and services
1.6.1. Concessions and authorisations (I_18) 
The number of companies that operate in the port under concession, authorisation or licence is shown below:

At the end of 2019, 44.3% of the land and water surface available in the Port of Castellon was under concession. However, the total surface area 
is 3,110,000 m2, of which 2,750,000 m2 are considered to be eligible for concessions. In the total surface area, all land and water areas that can 
be held under concession have been taken into account, both in the North Area and in the South Dock.

Administrative concessions and authorisations (OPPE: I_15)

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

No. companies operating under administrative concessions  50 50 50 57 60 60 129

No. companies operating under administrative authorisations 111 117 115 111 119 120 53

No. companies with a licence associated with occupancy of public port land 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
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1.6.2. Services provided (I_14, I_18, I_19) 
The APC provides different services, 
together with port operators, in order to 
efficiently manage port infrastructure and 
facilitate optimum operating performance. 
The services that are provided in the Port 
of Castellon are general services, port 
services, commercial services and maritime 
signalling services. They are all provided in a 
framework of free, fair competition, except 
for the general and maritime signalling 
services, which are provided by the APC, 
and the port pilot service, which is rendered 
by the Pilots Corporation.

General services include the services that 
port users benefit from without the need to 
ask for them, as well as the services required 
by the APC to carry out its functions 
(traffic planning and control, lighting in 
public areas, port police service, cleaning of 
communal areas, prevention and control of 
emergencies, etc.).

Port services  include all the shipping-
related activities required to operate 
the port. The main activities that come 
under port services are pilot services, 
tugboat services, provided by Remolques 

del Mediterráneo, S.A. since 2004, and 
mooring and unmooring services, provided 
by Consulmar, S.L. since 1995. Other 
port services include ship-generated 
waste reception, currently provided by 
four licensees; a cargo handling service, 
commonly known as stevedoring and a fuel 
supply service (classifed as such as of 24 
March 2019 pursuant to the application of 
Regulation EU 2017/352).

At this point, it is worth noting that the 
horizontal transport service and depots 
are no longer deemed to be port services. 
Instead, they are now considered as 
commercial services.

Although the passenger service has little 
impact in the APC, in 2014 the Specific 
Terms and Conditions for the service were 
drawn up, and are pending approval by the 
Board of Directors once a favourable report 
from the State-owned Ports Body has been 
received.

Commercial services are those activities 
of a business nature which are not strictly 
port services but which are linked to port 

activity. The main commercial services are 
currently the supply of water, electricity, 
and supplies and provisions to ships. These 
services are provided on a competitive basis 
and require the authorisation of the APC. 
They may or may not be associated with the 
occupancy of public port land. 

In 2012, the specifications for commercial 
services were approved, namely the 
supply of fuel to vessels and provisioning 
and supplies to ships. There are currently 
three fuel providers and 18 supply and 
provisioning service providers. The services 
provided to the community include the 
maritime signalling service, the objective 
of which is to install, maintain, monitor, 
and inspect both visual, audible, electronic, 
and radio devices which aim to improve 
navigational safety and vessel movements 
along the Spanish coast. The APC has a 
maritime signalling department that is 
responsible for the correct functioning 
of these devices and which is constantly 
improving and updating its knowledge 
to adapt to the changes caused by the 
expansion of the port.

NUMBER OF COMPANIES

TYPE OF SERVICE 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Stevedoring service 6 6 6 6 6 6

MARPOL service 4 4 4 4 4 4

Port pilot service 1 1 1 1 1 1

Tugboat service 1 1 1 1 1 1

Mooring service 1 1 1 1 1 1

Fuel service 3

Port Services (OPPE: I_15)

Service providers offering 
port services in the  

Port of Castellon
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1.6.3. Provision of electronic services 

In order to comply with Law 
39/2015, of 1 October, on 
the Common Administrative 
Procedure for Public 
Administration, and Law 
40/2015, of 1 October, on the 
Legal Framework for the Public 
Sector, the Port Authority of 
Castellon has implemented a 
new e-Government platform 
that provides comprehensive 
electronic services for 
companies, other public 
authorities, and citizens.

In compliance with article 157 
of Law 40/2015 and based 
on the principle of efficiency 
in the allocation and use of 
public resources, this platform 
reuses systems and applications 
owned by the Spanish Central 
Government (AGE) which are 
available in the general directory 
of applications published in the 
Technology Transfer Centre 
(CTT). 

Thus, the Port Authority of 
Castellon has launched its new 
electronic office  
https://portcastello.sede.gob.es/
index/index/language/en
(currently Spanish only)

This e-office, set up in Acceda 
(a Central Government tool), 
includes general procedures for 
correspondence, complaints and 
suggestions, as well as other 
processes and specific forms 
such as:

 Granting of administrative 
authorisations for the 
occupancy of public port 
land

Granting of licences/
authorisations for the 
provision of port and 
commercial services

Classification of certain 
types of traffic as a shipping 
service

Granting of authorisations for 
non-profit making activities 
on public port land

Claims for liability

Registration and/or 
deregistration of vessels in a 
shipping service for a certain 
type of traffic.

Certification of VAT 
exemption for vessels

Vessel charge rebate for best 
environmental practices

Staff recruitment application 
form

Appeals over disciplinary 
proceedings

The e-office enables 
companies, citizens and 
other public authorities to 
submit applications to initiate 
proceedings, as well as to 
monitor their status and receive 
electronic notifications and 
communications from the Port 
Authority of Castellon. 

The e-office can be accessed 
with any of the following:

Electronic certificate 
(including electronic Id card).

Cl@ve PIN24H.

Permanent cl@ve

Additionally, a solution has 
been developed to create a 
centralised logbook of entry/exit 
records with their corresponding 
documents.

e-Government enables the Port 
Authority:

To optimise its processes

To speed up procedures 
with citizens, customers and 
suppliers

To reduce paper 
consumption

To implement a culture 
change and move towards 
digital transformation

e-Government
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1.6.3. Provision of electronic services 

The public-sector procurement platform enables users to consult 
the tenders published by the APC in its contractor profile.

In order to continue complying with Law 39/2015, of 1 October, on 
the Common Administrative Procedure for Public Administration, 
and Law 40/2015, of 1 October, on the Legal Framework for the 
Public Sector, the Port Authority of Castellon has integrated 
the contracting authority’s management system with the set of 
web services provided to the public authorities that publish their 
contractor profile on the Procurement Platform. 

The integration means that information on tenders published in the 
contractor profile can be directly managed and processed online 
via the Port Authority of Castellon’s systems.

The services that the Port Authority of Castellon will be able to 
offer thanks to this integration include:

Sending electronic communications to bidders.

Electronic call for the contracting authority’s evaluation 
committees.

Reception, custody and secure opening of electronic tenders.

Automated awarding proposal

1. Using a computer programme that creates the electronic
invoices. A free government programme is available and can be
downloaded from the website  https://www.facturae.gob.es/.

2. Through an e-invoice service provider who can be entrusted
with both the issue and storage of the actual electronic invoices.

In any case, the necessary general requirements, as well as the 
particular requirements of the Port Authority of Castellon, must all 
be met.

Public-sector procurement platform FACe

In 2019, the Port Authority of Castellon joined FACe, which is now 
our general entry point for electronic invoices, through which we 
receive bills addressed to our organisation.

Article 4 of Law 25/2013, of 27 December, on the promotion of 
electronic invoicing and the creation of the accounting register of 
invoices in the public sector, establishes the obligation for suppliers 
to issue and send invoices to government authorities electronically.

There are two options to create electronic invoices:

https://www.facturae.gob.es/
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2.1. Governing bodies

The Management Committee is the body that monitors all the main APC management issues.

2.1.1. Management Committee (I_05)

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEMBERS*

ANA ULLOA PIÑEIRO Director

JUAN BAUTISTA MINGARRO MENERO Head of Infrastructure Area

ANTONIO VELASCO GÓMEZ Head of Operations Area

MARTA BARRAGÁN LÓPEZ Head of Conservation and Projects Department

ISABEL CAMPESINO SÁNCHEZ-VILCHEZ Head of Port Operations Department

TATIANA MONFORT MOLINER Head of Public Port Land Department

ADOLFO NOGUERO RODRÍGUEZ Head of Strategic Planning and Marketing Department

VICENTE RIUS PERSIVA Head of Human Resources Department

Mª JOSÉ RUBIO FELIP Head of Sustainability Department

MARITINA VIDAL RODRÍGUEZ Head of Economic and Finance Department

*As of 31 December 2019

Management Committee (I_05) 
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NAME FUNCTIONS

Objectives Committee Monitors and reviews the annual objectives established by the organisation.

Sustainability Committee Reviews the quality system to ensure ongoing relevance, suitability, effectiveness and alignment with the APC's 
strategic management. Review of Process Map and BSC indicators.

Strategic Plan Committee Monitors the implementation of the Strategic Plan through the defined strategic lines.

G1: Process and Service Optimisation 
Group 

Makes the port more competitive by continuously improving processes in the Port Community, ensuring excellent 
value for money, speed and quality.

G2: Intermodality Development Group Promotes competitiveness through intermodal development, integrating all means of transport into the port's 
logistics chain. 

G3: Asset Optimisation Group (South 
Dock)

Boosts the use of infrastructures as the backbone of the port's development and as a driving force for society in 
general.

G4: Traffic Balance and Diversification 
Group

Encourages a balanced increase in the volume of traffic handled through the port, seeking to maintain 
competitiveness over time and adding value to Port Community services.

G5: Sustainability and CSR Policy 
Group

Strengthens the port’s role as an agent for the development of the social and business community.

G6: Internal Quality Group Promotes and improves the organisation's internal quality (communication, training, business culture...). 

Strategic Committee Monitors the progress made by the different Strategic Plan groups.

Board of Directors’ Committee Follows up on the matters to be dealt with in the Board of Directors.

Investment Committee Approves expenditure and contracting procedures.  

Internal Communication Group Implements and monitors internal communication tools via different methods. 

Occupational Health and Safety 
Committee

Studies shortcomings in occupational health and safety, promotes employee health, safety and risk prevention 
training and participates in the drafting, implementation and assessment of occupational health and safety plans 
and programmes.

Social Events Group Organises social events involving the Port Authority of Castellon and its workforce.

Local Competence-based 
Management Committee

Aims to apply the competence-based management system.

Works Committee Monitors compliance with current standards and agreements in the areas of labour relations, social security, 
employment, health and safety, and equality, and analyses possible improvements to be implemented in these 
fields.

Integrated Security Committee Monitors compliance with the Critical Infrastructure Protection Law.

Equality Committee Promotes compliance with the principle of equality between women and men within the APC, as well as drawing 
up the Equality Plan, raising awareness and providing information, proposing improvement measures, and 
encouraging the dissemination, monitoring and evaluation of the Equality Plan.

Healthy Company Group Aims to promote healthy habits in the workplace, based on good eating habits, physical activity, good sleeping, 
resting and postural habits, encouraging people to give up smoking and promoting mental health, as well as 
eradicating illnesses related to sedentary lifestyles.

Other forums (S_06)

2.1.2. Steering and Interdepartmental Committees (I_05, S_06)

The Port Authority of Castellon has several multidisciplinary forums to coordinate and monitor the different functional areas, and strategic 
planning and management systems. These groups and committees are listed below: 
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2.1.3. Other boards and committees (I_19)

The boards, commissions and committees that the APC participates in with the Port Community and other stakeholder groups are:

A) Competitiveness Committee

NAME ORGANISATION/INDUSTRY REPRESENTED

Mr. Francisco Toledo Port Authority of Castellon

Ms. Ana Ulloa Port Authority of Castellon

Mr. Antonio Velasco Port Authority of Castellon

Mr. Juan Bautista Mingarro Port Authority of Castellon

Ms. Mª José Rubio Port Authority of Castellon

Ms. Marta Barragán Port Authority of Castellon

Ms. Laura Barreda Port Authority of Castellon

Ms. Maritina Vidal Port Authority of Castellon

Ms. Tatiana Monfort Port Authority of Castellon

Mr. Vicente Rius Port Authority of Castellon

Ms. Isabel Campesino Port Authority of Castellon

Mr. José Miguel Manaute Harbourmaster’s Office

Mr. José Ignacio Rementería Port Pilots Corporation

Mr. Javier Chiralt Tugboat service

Mr. Vicente Bastán Mooring service

Mr. Alfredo Pascual Customs Administrator

Mr. Gonzalo Ravello Customs Agent

Mr. Carlos Navarro Sedcas-Apie

Mr. Joaquín Pesudo Sedcas workers

Ms. Mª José Ramos Animal Health/Ministry of Agriculture

Ms. María Amparo Guillem Prov. Directorate Trade / Min. Trade

NAME ORGANISATION/INDUSTRY REPRESENTED

Ms. Elena Rodríguez Foreign Health/Ministry of Health

Mr. Sebastián Plá ACEP

Mr. Vicente Llorens Container terminal operator

Mr. Javier Herrera Bulk terminal operator

Mr. Jaime Veral Stevedoring company

Mr. José Rallo Road transport (solid bulk)

Mr. Antonio Esparza Rail freight

Ms. Pilar Gimeno South Dock concessionaires (solid bulk)

Mr. Arturo Marín North Area concessionaire 

Mr. Javier García Emara/Recreational area

Mr. Ángel Picó El Serrallo Industrial Estate

Mr. David Marty El Serrallo Industrial Estate

Mr. Antonio Almela Port Authority of Castellon trade union 

Mr. Víctor Muñoz Container terminal operator

Mr. Carmelo Martínez Road transport (general cargo)

Mr. Jorge Quintana South Dock concessionaire (liquid bulk)

Mr. Francisco Gascón Puerto Azahar/Recreational area

Mr. José Mª Salt Freight forwarders

Mr. José Luís Soria ADIF

Mr. Pedro Sánchez ADIF

Mr. Miguel Rojo PortCastelló Foundation

Competitiveness Committee (I_19)
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2.1.3. Other boards and committees (I_19)

The Castellon Cruise Club was 
created out of the former Cruise 
Traffic Promotion Committee 
in Castellon and received this 
name in 2017 as a result of 
the improvements suggested 
by the expert cruise industry 
consultancy company Bermello 
& Ajamil Europe.

This Cruise Club is a regional 
association made up of all the 
cruise agencies that promote 
Castellon as a cruise destination. 
Its objective is to coordinate 
promotion and marketing 
strategies and initiatives and 
also to address the local and 
regional challenges related 
to cruise operations and the 
passenger experience.

Its members are the Port 
Authority of Castellon, which is 
the driving force behind the Club, 
Turisme Comunitat Valenciana 
(Valencian Region Tourist Board), 
the Castellon Provincial Tourist 
Board, the Castellon Municipal 
Tourist Board, the Castellon 
Chamber of Commerce, Aerocas, 
Jaume I University and the 
PortCastelló Foundation.

It meets every three months and 
whenever any of the members 

considers it appropriate. It 
has appointed the figure of 
the ‘Cruise Coordinator’ to 
represent the interests of the 
club in relation to the shipping 
companies and their agents. 
This responsibility lies with a 
member of the PortCastelló 
Foundation team.

The activities and projects 
undertaken by the Club include 
the following:

Special cruise receptions 
in a welcome ceremony, 
in which each member 
organisation plays an 
assigned role: welcome 
marquee on the quayside, 
blue carpet, give-aways 
for passengers, tourist 
information on the quayside 
and on board, shuttle buses 
and the presentation of a 
commemorative plaque to 
the ship’s captain.

In 2019, the Club worked 
closely with the City 
Council’s Urban Mobility 
Department for one-off 
authorisations for shuttle 
parking, which resulted 
in improved port-city 
connectivity.

The launch of the Castellon 
Cruise Friendly campaign, 
with its own “Cruise 
Friendly” quality mark for 
all the establishments in 
Castellon that provide goods 
or services to the cruise 
passengers who disembark 
at the Port of Castellon. This 
mark will be visible in each 
participating establishment 
in the shape of a sticker, sign 
or banner. The aim is to make 
cruise ship passengers feel 
welcome in the city, make 
it easy to identify the trade 
and hospitality sectors that 
have joined this campaign 
and enable visitors to benefit 
from certain advantages 
such as Tax Free purchases, 
customer service in English, 
acceptance of credit cards, 
discount campaigns in shops, 
flexible opening hours, 
and free Wifi connection 
in bars and restaurants. In 
2019, arrangements were 
also made for the opening 
of museums, emblematic 
historical buildings and a 
‘Street Market’ for special 
occasions when ships arrive 
outside normal opening 
hours.

Assistance for cruise ship 
tourists with the creation of 
the Cruise Street Assistants 
concept. This initiative 
consists of a group of 10 
university students who 
speak English and who 
are easy to spot because 
they wear a fluorescent 
yellow bib with the 
international information 
symbol ‘i’ on it. Their job is 
to help passengers in key 
places in the city with any 
questions or queries they 
may have (where to buy 
aspirin, English newspapers, 
souvenirs, waiting time 
between shuttles, where a 
specific shop or restaurant 
is, etc.).

The specific range of 
excursions and experiences 
on offer is also drawn up by 
this committee. In 2019, the 
promotional brochure was 
updated and a new leaflet 
was created specifically for 
cruise traffic, summarising 
the uniqueness of the 
province.

B) Castellon Cruise Club
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Ms. Elena Rincón Port Authority of Castellon

Ms. Antonio Velasco Port Authority of Castellon

Mr. Adolfo Noguero Port Authority of Castellon

Mr. Miguel Rojo PortCastelló Foundation

Ms. Susana Soria Rovira PortCastelló Foundation

Mr. Javier Solsona Monzonís Valencian Region Tourist Board

Mr. Ernesto Tonda Valencian Region Tourist Board

Ms. Virginia Ochoa Provincial Tourism Board

Mr. Salvador Andrés Provincial Tourism Board

Ms. Amparo Martínez Provincial Tourism Board

Ms. Inés Casanova Provincial Tourism Board

Ms. Pilar Escuder Provincial Tourism Board

Ms. Teresa Prim Castellon Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Shipping

Mr. Joan Serafí Bernat Castellon Airport

Mr. Jordi Ruiz Espí Castellon Airport

Mr. Luís J. Callarisa Fiol Jaume I University

Cruise Traffic Promotion Committee (I_19)

2.1.3. Other boards and committees (I_19)

B) Castellon Cruise Club

C) Maritime and Port Safety Committee

The purpose of this committee is to address any maritime and port safety issues that may arise. 

The basic members are the representatives of the Port Authority of Castellon, the Harbourmaster’s Office, SASEMAR and the Pilots 
Corporation. Representatives from other groups that provide technical-nautical services may also be invited, depending on the issue to be 
addressed.

This committee is convened as and when needed.

Mr. Antonio Velasco Port Authority of Castellon

Ms. Isabel Campesino Port Authority of Castellon

Mr. Gustavo Montañés Port Authority of Castellon

Mr. Mr. José Miguel Manaute Harbourmaster’s Office

Mr. Javier García Port Control Centre

Mr. Juan Manuel Carrasco Ariño Port of Castellon Pilots Corporation

Maritime and Port Safety Committee (I_19)
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2.1.4. Organisation chart
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2.2. Quality and sustainability policy
The quality and sustainability 
policy has been in force since 15 
October 2018, when it was last 
revised in order to adapt it to the 
environmental regulations in the 
PERS environmental certification.  

To achieve the policy’s 
objectives, a management 
system based on the following 
principles must be established 
and consolidated: 

Total customer and user 
satisfaction

Continuous process 
improvement

Promotion of climate 
change awareness among 
APC employees and our 
stakeholder groups

Respect for and compliance 
with applicable regulations, 
as well as any other 
commitments entered into

Promotion of port-city 
integration

Employee involvement and 
awareness

The APC works constantly to enhance 
the management system and increase its 
commitment to continuous improvement. 
In 2019, work was undertaken on the Port 
Community satisfaction survey which 
will help the community to assess their 
perception of the port services on offer. The 
results of this survey will be presented during 
the first quarter of 2020. 

ISO 9001:2015

In June 2019, the quality management 
system was audited by the certification 
company Lloyds Register Quality Assurance 
Ltd. to ascertain compliance with ISO 
9001:2015. The results were positive and the 
certification was renewed.

OHSAS 18001

The Port Authority has been certified in 
the OHSAS management standard for the 
prevention of occupational hazards since 
2008 by the company Lloyds Register 
Quality Assurance Ltd. In September 2019, 
the certification maintenance audit was 
carried out with satisfactory results.  

2.2.1. The pursuit of excellence (I_04, I_19, I_20, I_21)

PORT REBATES 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

No. companies 2 2 2 3 4 5 5 5

Volume of traffic 
they represent* 

50.89% 
(of total traffic) 
and 6.29% (of 

traffic in Zone I)

29.13% 
(of total traffic) 
and 36.70% (of 
traffic in Zone I)

24.20% 
(of total traffic) 
and 30.04% of 

traffic in Zone I)

19.70% 
(of total traffic) 
and 37.70% (of 

traffic in Zone I)

21.7% 
(of total traffic) 
and 69.16% (of 

traffic in Zone I)

15.14%
(of total traffic) 
and 83.15% (of 

traffic in Zone I)

15.62% 
(of total traffic) 
and 83.41%  (of 
traffic in Zone I)

17.57% 
(of total traffic) 
and 82.19% (of 

traffic in Zone I)

Service quality rebates (OPPE: I_20)

*Traffic volume refers to traffic in Zone I except for Zone II companies for which total traffic is calculated. The reason for this is that only liquid bulk traffic is handled in Zone II and 
therefore if the throughput in Zone I includes Zone II, this distorts the results.

Quality Directives 
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2.2.1. The pursuit of excellence (I_04, I_19, I_20, I_21)

As shown in the service quality rebate 
table, more and more companies are taking 
advantage of these directives, which are 
certified annually. In 2019, there were five 
companies certified under the different 
directives approved by the Port Authority of 
Castellon.

The percentage of throughput handled by 
these certified companies fell slightly in Zone 
I in 2019, although it remained above 80% 
of the total throughput. The percentage of 
traffic in Zone II increased by almost two 
percent to over 17%.

The main management tools that measure 
the continuous improvement of processes 
and management decision-making in 
the Port Authority of Castellon are the 
Balanced Scorecard (BSC) where results 
are presented and analysed in all business 
and sustainability areas, as well as the 
Process Map, which reviews compliance 
with essential and support processes.

Due to the activity that takes place in the 
area in which the APC is the port’s managing 
authority, a series of responsibilities must 
be taken on, stemming either from sectorial 
regulations or for strategic reasons. For this 
reason, Corporate Social Responsibility implies, 
in addition to strict compliance with current 
legal regulations, voluntary interaction in terms 
of strategy, policies, procedures, and social, 
labour and environmental concerns with 
stakeholder groups.

2.2.1.1.  Management tools (I_04, S_06)
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2.2.2. 2019 CSR programme and compliance

(*) The social dimension includes responsibility towards our employees.

2019 CSR Programme compliance

INSTITUTIONAL DIMENSION %

APC Code of Ethics and Conduct 100

Monitoring procedures for the south railway access to the Port 
of Castellon

38

Social network Marketing Plan 100

Adaptation of the contract specifications to the Single 
European Procurement Document and updating of the 
processes included in it

38

APC infrastructure maintenance plan 100

Drafting of the 2020-2024 Strategic Plan 80

Implementation of a new logical security framework to adapt 
to the ENS, LOPS and ISO 27001 standards

93

E-procurement 94

Adaptation of OHSAS certification to ISO 45001 100

Definition of recommendations for maritime safety criteria for 
the breakwater extension

95

Updating the ship call process to ISO requirements 100

Creation and implementation of a crime prevention and 
surveillance plan (PENAL COMPLIANCE)

62

Digital transformation of the APC 100

Development of the APC's contact database 100

Creation of a Board of Directors' database 100

Drawing up of a database of port-railway work tasks 100

ECONOMIC DIMENSION

Processing of the Port of Castellon's DEUP 100

Monitoring the processing and implementation of the valuation 
document for the land included in the APC service area and 
updating the economic study to the occupancy status in 2018-
2019.

100

Diversification of port traffic (containers, solid bulk and liquid 
bulk)

100

Managing and implementing an electronic mailbox for 
incoming invoices

100

Specific Terms and Conditions of the port stevedoring service 40

Updating of procurement procedure 100

Review and adaptation of disciplinary procedures 90

SOCIAL DIMENSION (*)

Implementing initiatives to make APC a healthy company 100

Conducting satisfaction surveys with different stakeholder 
groups

100

2019 social climate survey 80

Attracting concessionaires to the South Dock 100

Universal accessibility plan 100

Basic port police procedures 100

Complying with the parameters to achieve EFR certification as 
a "work-life balanced company”

100

ENVIRONMENTAL DIMENSION

Updating of plans derived from the Critical Infrastructure 
Protection Law

100

Analysis of the port service for the reception of ship-generated 
waste (MARPOL)

100

Implementation of environmental protection improvements in 
the Port of Castellon

100
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2.3.  Staff

2.3.1. Internal communication (I_04) 

2.3.2.  Productivity by objectives  
(I_04)

Communication is a cornerstone of the Port Authority of Castellon’s 
philosophy, both at external and internal level. Consequently, in 
2019, work continued in the specific Internal Communication group 
through the different tools and channels created for this purpose. 
The objective of PortCastelló is to be a transparent port with 
regard to citizens and also to its workforce. To this end, the Port 
Authority of Castellon has set itself the objective of ensuring that 
the employees who belong to the authority are aware of everything 
that goes on in it. 

In 2019, there were 12 public job offers, of which 11 were permanent 
jobs included in the collective agreement whilst one was a 
position not included in the collective agreement. This led to the 
incorporation of eight new employees to the Port Authority and 
one person who was promoted internally, leaving three vacancies 
that will be filled in 2020.

OBJECTIVES COMMITTEE 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Men 12 8 9 11 10

Women 18 11 12 11 12

TOTAL 30 19 21 22 22

People on Objectives Committee 

Compliance with objectives by levels in 2019
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2.3.3.  Employee data 
and indicators 
(S_01, S_02, S_04, S_12, S_13) 

2.3.4.  Personal development 
and satisfaction 

The number of employees in the Port Authority of Castellon as 
of 31 December 2019 was 130, 82% of whom were included in the 
collective agreement.

The Port Authority of Castellon uses the Competence-based 
Management model, as stipulated in the 2nd State-owned Ports and 
Port Authority Collective Agreement. This model, which is based 
on strategic human resource management, analyses and identifies 
each of the competences required to correctly perform every job 
in the port authority. The Local Competence-Based Management 
Committee is in charge of approving training plans every six months, 
as well as supervising recruitment and promotion processes.  All 
employees undergo regular appraisals.

In 2019, a total of 82 training courses were held in the following 
areas.  

Languages: English, French and Valencian.

Online courses (levels 1 and 2) on competence-based 
management on the State-owned Ports platform.

Occupational health and safety and healthy company

Computer security 

Specialisation courses for the Port Police

Equality courses

Individual training

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Total employees 124 121 122 120 126 130

Percentage of employees 
excluded from the collective 
agreement (%)

19.4 18.2 19.7 20 19,05 17,69

Percentage of employees 
included in the collective 
agreement (%)

80.6 81.8 80.3 80 80,95 82,31

Average annual workforce 121 121 120 118 120 126

Total number of APC employees (OPPE: S_01, S_04)

Type of contract 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Permanent 116 115 114 114 115 118

Temporary 8 6 8 6 11 12

Ratio of temporary staff as a 
percentage of the total number 
of permanent staff (%).

6.90 5.22 7.02 5.26 9.57 10.17

Percentage of temporary Port Authority staff  (OPPE: S_02)

Age group (%) 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

<30 5.20 2.50 2.6 0.88 3.17 0.85

30-50 64.70 66.10 68.4 69.30 69.05 66.95

>50 30.20 31.40 28.9 29.82 27.78 32.20

Percentage of permanent Port Authority staff by age group  
(OPPE: S_12, S_13)

2.3.4.1. Training (S_07, S_08, S_09, S_23)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

No. training programmes linked to 
competence-based management 

19 22 22 23 82

APC training programmes (OPPE: S_09, S_23)

* As of 2017, courses linked to competence-based management have been taken into account
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A total of 4,296 hours of training were given, of which 2,687 hours 
were group training, 582 hours were online training and 1,027 hours 
were individual training.

In 2016, the option of taking postgraduate courses was introduced 
in accordance with the rules approved by the APC’s local training 
committee. These criteria were implemented for the 2017-2018 
academic year, and as a result, a total of three Master’s degrees were 
completed in the 2019-2020 academic year.

2.3.4.1. Training (S_07, S_08, S_09, S_23)

2017-2019 MASTER’S DEGREES CREDITS OFFERED BY

Master’s degree in HR 
Management

60 credits 
face-to-face/
online 

Universitat Oberta de 
Catalunya (UOC)

Master’s degree in 
Information Technology and 
Telecommunications Security

60 credits Universitat Oberta de 
Catalunya (UOC)

2018-2019 MASTER’S DEGREES CREDITS OFFERED BY

Master’s degree in Port 
Planning, Management and 
Intermodality

60 credits Fundación Universidad 
Empresa Provincia de 
Cádiz (FUECA)

Master’s degree in IT Project 
Management

30 credits UOC

Master’s degree in Digital 
Development Management

60 credits FUE-UJI

Master’s degree in Strategic 
Consultancy

72 credits University of Valencia

Master’s degrees completed in 2019

Master’s degrees granted for 2019-2020

List of training courses related  
to competence-based management (OPPE: S_09, S_23)

MASTER’S DEGREES 2019-2020 CREDITS OFFERED BY

Master’s degree in Human 
Resources (two modules)

41 credits FUE - Jaume I University

Master’s degree in Occupational 
Health and Safety

60 credits Jaume I University

Master’s degree in Port 
Planning, Management and 
Intermodality

60 credits FUECA- Fundación 
Universidad Empresa 
Cádiz

COMPETENCE-BASED 
MANAGEMENT

Advanced level English YES

Intermediate level English YES

Basic level English YES

Advanced level Valencian YES

Basic level Valencian YES

Basic level French YES

Elementary level French YES

Databases. Level 1 YES

Passenger traffic. Level 2 YES

Goods management. Level 1 YES

Port sector and strategy. Level 1 YES

Port sector and strategy. Level 2 YES

Logistics and intermodality. Level 1 YES

Logistics and intermodality. Level 2 YES

Operations and port services. Level 1 YES

Operations and port services. Level 2 YES

Environment. Level 1 YES

Fishing management. Level 1 YES

Port regulations. Level 1 YES

Occupational Health and Safety YES

Navigational aid systems. Level 1 YES

Navigational aid systems. Level 2 YES

*2019 online courses

TRAINING 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Staff included in the 
collective agreement

67 69.70 90.80 78.10 53.92 93.33

Staff excluded 
from the collective 
agreement

66.66 68.18 87.50 70.80 70.83 91.66

Percentage of Port Authority staff who have received training (OPPE: S_07)
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2.3.4.1. Training (S_07, S_08, S_09, S_23)

2.3.4.2.  Equal opportunities  
(S_03, S_10, S_11)

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Total no. hours* 1,135 3,795 1,849 1,702 1,167 3,387

No. employees 100 99 98 96 102 107

Average no. hours 
of training (staff 
included in the 
collective agreement)

11.27 37.39 18.92 17.73 11.44 32.25

Total no. hours 247 569.36 570 420 249 650

No. employees 24 22 24 24 23 23

Average no. hours 
of training (staff 
excluded from the 
collective agreement)

10.29 25.88 23.75 17.50 10.37 27.08

Average number of hours of training per employee (OPPE: S_08)

* Updated table, including total number of training hours and number of employees

The Port Authority of Castellon continues to apply its equal 
opportunities policy with regard to access to jobs, training and 
promotion. No discrimination is ever made on the grounds of age or 
gender.

The Equality Committee, made up of equal numbers of male and 
female representatives from the social and business spheres, has been 
working on the drafting of the Equality Plan for the APC since 2017.

The minimum percentage of people with disabilities in public and 
private companies with 50 or more employees is 2%, as set out 
in Law 13/1982 of 7 April, on the Social Integration of People with 
Disabilities. The APC complies with this Law, with a percentage of 
3.08%.

JOB AREA IN 
THE APC

Area 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Staff 
included in 
the collective 
agreement 

Office 38.71 38.02 34.43 33.63 33.34 57.69

Port Police 32.26 33.06 37.70 37.68 37.30 35.38

Workshop 4.84 5.79 4.1 4.82 9.52 5.38

Maritime 
signalling

3.23 3.31 3.28 3.40 3.17 2.30

Staff excluded 
from the 
collective 
agreement

Office 19.35 18.18 19.67 19.62 16.68 17.69

Breakdown of staff by area (OPPE: S_03)

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Men (%) 68.60 68.60 68.07 70.00 68.25 66.92

Women (%) 31.40 31.40 31.93 30.00 31.75 33.08

Percentage of employees by gender (OPPE S_10)

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Total excluded from the 
collective agreement (%)

50.00 54.50 50.00 45.83 50.00 52.17

Total employees (%) 9.92 9.92 9.83 9.16 9.52 9.23

Number of women excluded from the collective agreement as a percentage 
of the total number of employees and as a percentage of the total number of 
employees excluded from the collective agreement (OPPE: S_11)

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Men 5 2 1 2 2 2

Women 2 2 2 0 1 1

Total 7 4 3 2 3 3

Maternity and paternity leave by gender 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Men 1 2 2 2 2 2

Women 2 2 2 2 2 2

Employees with disabilities
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2.3.4.3.  Trade union representation and freedom of association (S_05)

2.3.5.1. Remuneration

2.3.5.2.  Social benefits

Employees are represented on the Board of Directors by one person (see section 1.3.1 Board of Directors).

In May 2019, three unions stood at the trade union elections, with the APC’s employees being represented on the Works Council as follows: UGT 
with 4 delegates, CCOO with 2 delegates and SPPLB with 3 delegates (see section 2.1.2 Steering and Interdepartmental Committees).

The Occupational Health and Safety Committee is made up of 4 representatives from the Works Council, 2 from UGT, 1 from SPPLB and 1 from 
CCOO (see section 2.1.2 Steering and Interdepartmental Committees).

The salary increase for 2019 is pending application, the non-contribution of funds to the Port Authorities’ pension plans has been maintained 
and the contribution to the employees’ social fund continues to be only 0.25% of the authorised payroll. The remuneration for the different 
professional groups is stipulated in the 2nd State-owned Ports and Port Authority Collective Agreement. There is no difference in terms of 
remuneration with respect to gender issues or different locations, given that there is only one site.

The APC offers a series of social benefits that add value to the remuneration of all its employees, whether they are permanent, temporary, full-
time or part-time. These benefits aim to contribute to improving their quality of life and work-life balance.

NAME NO. MEMBERS
BREAKDOWN BY GENDER (%) BREAKDOWN BY AGE BELONGING TO A MI-

NORITY GROUP (%)
REGULARITY OF 

MEETINGSMEN WOMEN UNDER 30 BETWEEN 30 - 50 OVER 50

Works Committee 9 77.77% 22.22% 0% 66.66% 33.33% 0.00%
This committee is 
convened as and 

when needed.

Trade union representation on the Works Council in 2019 (OPPE: S_05)

2.3.5.  Quality working environment  

PAYROLL (€) 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Staff included in the collective agreement 2,452,639.86 2,491,362.65 2,486,602.44 2,414,089.28 2,493,336.76 2,760,543.50

Staff excluded from the collective agreement 1,166,371.37 1,222,380.30 1,225,905.90 1,183,187.52 1,327,139.47 1,340,573.33

APC payroll
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2.3.5.3.  Occupational health and safety  (I_04, I_36)

2.3.5.3.1. Occupational health and safety management system

It is of vital importance to the Port Authority to maintain a robust 
health and safety management system that engages and caters for 
all the sectors involved in port operations. The system focuses on 
the following points:

Correct completion of work permits and proper monitoring of 
electrical and mechanical maintenance operations.

Optimum control of the coordination of maintenance activities, 
both before and during the jobs to be performed.

Objectives are properly followed by the organisation and the 
correct planning schedules are drawn up.

The number and quality of training courses associated with 
both health and safety aspects. Training is an area of excellence 
within the organisation.

The detail and analysis of the management review.

The initiative to promote healthy eating habits introduced by 
the OHS department to improve the health of the employees is 
seen as highly positive.

The Port Authority’s work to improve the communication of 
health and safety risks in the coordination of business activities, its 
efforts to improve the system in port operations and to facilitate 
documentation through a web platform are valued highly.

The close monitoring of occupational health and safety indicators 
and the investigation of accidents and incidents that have occurred 
has led to a very low accident rate, which has remained stable over 
time. 

The staff training system continues to be reliable and centres on 
improving employee skills.

 Participation tools are used as required, and the information and 
improvements obtained via the risk prevention meetings with the 
Port Community are very positive.

The management system has evolved to cater for the needs 
that have come up and in the future aims to include the Port 
Community.

The Port Occupational Health and Safety Committee regularly 
reviews the accidents and incidents that have occurred, proposes 
and implements actions aimed at preventing them from happening 
again, identifies possible risk situations and adopts measures to 
eradicate them. The approach is always a holistic one, taking into 
account both public and private areas of the port.

Business activity coordination process

In 2019, a new web platform was implemented to manage and 
enhance the coordination of business activities.        

BUSINESS  
COORDINATION

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

No. companies 53 56 48 66 80

No. workers 273 381 297

No. pieces of machinery 70 127 64

Contractors whose business activities have been coordinated (OPPE: S_21)
   

Updating of occupational health  
and safety legislation

The web platform provides information on legislative changes and 
the requirements that need to be complied with.

The following table shows the expenditure on protection and 
security, which in the last financial year amounted to €227,422, 
representing 1.16% of total operating expenses. This expenditure 
includes surveillance of the Port of Castellon’s service area, the 
company’s occupational health and safety service, inspection and 
maintenance of fire extinguishers, signage, prevention and control 
of Legionnaires’ disease in the water supply, maintenance of fire 
and burglar alarms, and computer maintenance of servers.
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2.3.5.3.1.  Occupational health and safety management 
system

2.3.5.3.2.  Safety at work  
(S_14, S_15, S_16, S_21, S_22, S_17, S_18 , A_04)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Protection 
and security 
expenditure 
(€)

172,888 182,616 205,706 201,552 227,422

Operating 
expenses 
(€)

17,687,595 17,655,683 17,834,142 18,952,899 19,679,108

Ratio (%) 0.98 1.03 1.15 1.06 1.16

The levels of investment in protection and security in the 2019 financial 
year were the lowest in the series shown below. The resources 
invested in security in 2019 were used to acquire and configure a 
firewall, purchase a portable public address system, an evacuation 
chair and fencing for several areas.

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Investment 
in protection 
and security 
(€)

44,302 26,102 39,473 40,926 14,173

Public 
investment* 
(€)

3,109,014 3,465,146 8,491,109 4,113,236 3,489,596

Ratio (%) 1.42 0.75 0.46 1.00 0.41

Economic resources for protection and security (OPPE: I_36)

(*) Financial assets have not been taken into account.

Incidents

Accident rate indicators 

INCIDENTS 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

With sick leave 1 1 0 0 2

Without sick leave 5 2 1 0 0

Accidents at the APC

ANNUAL ACCIDENT 
FREQUENCY INDEX 
(FI)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

No. accidents involving 
sick leave per million 
hours worked

5.02 5.10 0.00 0.00 9.37

Annual accident frequency index (OPPE: S_14)

ANNUAL ACCIDENT 
SEVERITY INDEX (SI)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

No. working days lost 
per thousand hours 
worked

0.11 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.17

Annual accident severity index (OPPE: S_15)

ANNUAL 
ABSENTEEISM INDEX 
(AI)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Percentage of days lost 
through sick leave (%)

1.25 1.99 2.27 0.00 3.12

Annual absenteeism index (OPPE: S_16)
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2.3.5.3.2.  Safety at work  
(S_14, S_15, S_16, S_21, S_22, S_17, S_18 , A_04)

Training

COURSE NAME

Prevention Officer

Prevention of Occupational Hazards – Level 1

Basic CPR refresher course

Emergency plans

Confined spaces

Occupational hazards in offices

Specific port facility security tasks

Water rescue from boat

The Port Authority of Castellon carried out the following occupational 
health and safety training courses in 2019:

In 2019, the number of emergency drills carried out per company was 
as follows: 4 carried out in APC buildings, 5 carried out as per the IEP at 
BP’s facilities, 1 carried out as per the IEP at UBE’s facilities, 2 carried out 
as per the IEP at MASOL IBERIA’s facilities and 1 carried out by the APC 
in its facilities.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND 
SAFETY TRAINING

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Total no. hours 2,410 1,168 789 553 1,327

Total no. employees 121 120 118 136 178

Percentage 19.92 9.73 6.69 4.07 7.5

Occupational health and safety training (OPPE: S_17)

ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINING 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Number of people working in 
environmental management and 
supervision

42 42 48 46 46

Number of employees with accredited 
environmental training due to their 
competences in port environmental 
monitoring or management

2 2 2 3 3

Number of employees with 
environmental training as a 
percentage of the average workforce 
(%)

1.65 1.65 1.67 2.54 2.38

Environmental training (OPPE: A_04)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

No. industrial safety 
and port security 
emergency drills 

11 15 12 14 OHS (4) 
+ IEP

Emergency drills at the APC (OPPE: S_18)
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2.4. Society 
2.4.1. Customer service (I_21, I_27, A_06, A_19)

The implementation of an online customer service centre has helped 
to bring the port authority closer to its stakeholders, establishing a 
relationship of trust and permanent dialogue.  

In 2019, the figures were as follows:
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*The “Annual variation” percentage is calculated based on the established response 
time of five days.

Response times  (OPPE I_21)
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Customer service queries by subject (OPPE I_21)

External communication

Queries by subject

Conservation and maintenance

Curriculum vitae

South Dock

Statistics

Regular shipping lines

Environment

Port operations 

Other 

Safety

Port tariffs

Administrative procedures

2.4.1.  Customer service  
(I_21, I_27, A_06, A_19)

2.4.2.  Communication and  
cooperation channels (I_26)

As shown above, the percentage of queries decreased by 8.7% 
compared to the previous year. Response times rose from 4.3 days in 
2018 to 8.68 days in 2019. This increase was due to queries that led to 
corrective actions, which usually take longer to answer. 

A response time of five days has been established for “Complaints” 
and “Claims”. The difficulty in solving these issues within this 
timeframe is a key factor, since they range from issues related to port 
operations to environmental and safety issues.

As part of the process of satisfying stakeholder demands, specific 
communication channels have been identified with these groups 
(government, partners, customers, employees, suppliers and 
society).  

As of 2019, 68 communication channels had been identified:

Government: 13

Partners: 2

Customers:  20

Employees: 21

Suppliers: 9

Society: 9

The following are examples of the different types of communication 
established with our stakeholders.

In 2019, the most frequent queries made by our stakeholders 
centred on access to the specific Port Community portals for 
“External communication”, “Port operations”, “Administrative 
procedures”, “Statistics” and “Conservation and maintenance”.

GOVERNMENT TYPE OF COM-
MUNICATION

PERIODICITY AREA IN 
CHARGE

– CD-AP-006: Board 
of Directors

Two-way 
communication

Bi-monthly Chairman’s 
Office – Legal 
Service

SOCIETY TYPE OF  
COMMUNICATION

PERIODICITY AREA IN 
CHARGE

– CD-EM-004: Website One-way 
communication

Daily Chairman’s 
Office

CUSTOMERS TYPE OF  
COMMUNICATION

PERIODICITY AREA IN 
CHARGE

– CD-CL-007: Customer 
satisfaction surveys

Two-way 
communication

Two-yearly Sustainability

SUPPLIERS TYPE OF  
COMMUNICATION

PERIODICITY AREA IN 
CHARGE

– CD-PR-005: 
Coordination of 
business activities

Two-way 
communication

Daily Sustainability

EMPLOYEES TYPE OF  
COMMUNICATION

PERIODICITY AREA IN 
CHARGE

– CD-EM-017: 
Objectives 
Committee  

Two-way 
communication

Quarterly Strategic 
Planning and 
Marketing 

Examples of APC communication channels
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2.4.3. Relations with citizens 2.4.4.  Relations with customers 
and the Port CommunityThe Port Authority of Castellon’s strategic priorities include 

promoting interaction and integration between the port and the 
city, creating links between society and the Port of Castellon, 
transforming the port interface and attracting tourists to it. 
Different activities are organised for this purpose, aimed at bringing 
residents of the city and province to the area.

In 2019, one of the main activities organised to encourage this 
essential port-city integration was the 4th Faro Awards. These 
awards are promoted by the Port Authority of Castellon and aim 
to recognise the work of companies, institutions, the media and 
individuals who undertake initiatives related to port activities.

In 2019, the Port of Castellon was also the venue for the 2nd 
Escala a Castelló, a meeting of historical ships complemented 
with numerous cultural, gastronomic and leisure activities, as well 
as a maritime market that attracted 75,000 people, thanks to the 
Castellon City Council and the Valencian Tourism Agency. Escala a 
Castelló is already a reference attraction and is presented annually 
at the FITUR tourism fair, which is the starting point for the event 
that is held in the second week of Easter. 

In addition, the Port of Castellon also promoted other recreational 
and cultural activities in 2019.  One of the most popular was the 
exhibition “El viaje del Guernica” (Guernica’s Journey), organised by 
Obra Social la Caixa.

Opening the quayside up to the general public is the objective of 
the Red Pier Festival. In 2019, the Festival attracted over 15,000 
people to the Port.  

Guided tours for schoolchildren and organisations are also carried 
out on a regular basis as part of the “Get to know your port” 
initiative which, in 2019, welcomed over 1,000 schoolchildren, 
associations and organisations.

There are two main lines of action aimed at strengthening the 
relation with customers: carrying out surveys and a list of actions 
based on the Strategic Plan.

Port community satisfaction survey

The Port Authority of Castellon, according to its quality 
management model and in compliance with the requirements of 
ISO 9001:2015 certification, is interested in ascertaining the degree 
of satisfaction of the different members of the Port Community 
with the APC, in order to pinpoint the main weak points and take 
action to improve them.

To achieve this, the APC periodically sends the members of the 
Port Community a satisfaction survey. The aim is for agents and 
companies (concessionaires, freight forwarders, customs agents, 
shipping agents, stevedoring companies and hauliers) to be able to 
express their opinions.

The main objective of the survey is to ascertain the Port 
Community’s degree of satisfaction with the different products and 
services that the Port Authority of Castellon provides. The specific 
goals of the survey are listed below:

To find out which are the most important aspects of a port’s 
services, which ones are considered to be unsatisfactory 
and which additional services should be provided.

To assess the degree of satisfaction with the services and 
customer care provided by the Port Authority.

To appraise the technological resources made available to 
the Port Community.

To find out agents’ opinions regarding the state of 
infrastructures, facilities and the level of security in the 
port.

To examine the aspects that specifically affect each type 
of agent when  conducting business.

To compare the Port of Castellon with other ports.
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2.4.4.  Relations with customers 
and the Port Community

A total of 64 companies from the Port Community were surveyed. 
All the groups operating in the Port of Castellon were represented 
in the survey.

Despite the fact that participation was lower than in the survey 
carried out in 2012 (90% participation), enough responses 
were received to draw representative conclusions of the port 
environment’s reality. This general decline in participation was more 
noticeable in the haulage sector.

The satisfaction survey also includes a series of questions aimed 
at finding out what percentage of Port Community members hold 
official certification of some kind; the most common are quality and 
environmental certificates. A large part of the companies stated 
they had the ISO 9001 quality certificate (78%), while 59% of the 
certified companies had the ISO 14001 environmental certificate. Of 
the companies interviewed, 62.8% said that they had been certified 
in some official capacity. Approximately 46% of all companies 
stated that they had more than one certificate.

Participation in 2019

Concessionaires

Shipping agents

Stevedoring 
companies

Freight forwarders 
and customs agents

Hauliers

46.5%

18.6%

14.0%

11.6%

9.3%

Baseline: total number of companies that responded to the survey

Concessionaires Shipping agents Stevedoring companies

HauliersFreight forwarders and customs agents

Quality Environment CSR OHS Other

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

Area of certification according to type of port  
community member
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2.4.4.  Relations with customers 
and the Port Community

The results obtained for each of the different aspects assessed are 
shown below.

Evaluation of services and customer care provided  
by the APC

APC services and customer care were rated highest with an 
average of 3.89 out of 5, compared to 3.70 for technological 
resources and 3.58 for infrastructure, facilities and security.
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2.4.4.  Relations with customers 
and the Port Community

Evaluation of the state of infrastructures,  
facilities and security in the port

The state of the infrastructures, facilities and security was rated at 
3.58, increasing its score by 0.30 compared to the results of the 2012 
satisfaction survey, though it was the worst rated aspect of the three 
assessed.

While the score was similar for all agents, it was freight forwarders and 
customs agents who best rated this aspect, with an average of 3.88, 
while stevedoring companies gave the lowest score with 3.36 out of 5.

After an analysis of the results, in general terms, the satisfaction of 
the Port Community has increased compared to 2012, although their 
standards have decreased slightly, as they give less importance to 
each of the aspects evaluated.

Many of the aspects examined scored highly. However, they can be 
seen as areas for improvement, either because the Port Community’s 
satisfaction with them has decreased, or because they are very 
important to the Community and therefore their expectations are 
high.

The possible actions to be implemented are listed below, according to 
the main strengths and areas of improvement identified in the survey:

Evaluation of the APC’s technological resources

The APC’s technological resources, with an average of 3.70, scored 
second highest after the APC’s services and customer care.

The technological resources were rated the highest by shipping 
agents, with an average of 4.03, followed by concessionaires, with a 
score of 3.68. By contrast, hauliers gave them a score of 3.25.
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2.4.4.  Relations with customers 
and the Port Community

Implementation of new communication channel with 
concessionaires through WhatsApp business

Thanks to the launch of this new communication channel, the Port 
Authority of Castellon invites its concessionaires to participate in 
the activities carried out in the Port of Castellon’s recreational area. 

Information technology implementation plan

Users will be able to see current port conditions, historical data and 
the weather forecast for the following few days recorded at a series 
of points in the inner port, the entrance channel, the anchorage 
area and the buoy field on the Environmental Scorecard web 
application (ESC).

The ESC provides information on five port aspects at each of the 
selected points: wind, waves, currents, temperature and water 
salinity. Common alerts can be set up for the three main categories 
(wind, waves and currents) for all port users via e-mail and/or SMS 
messages. In addition to the common alert service for the whole 
port, each user can create their own personalised alerts for wind, 
waves and current information to suit their needs.

This new service will mainly benefit the providers of technical-
nautical port services (port pilot, tugboat, mooring and unmooring 
services), who are highly dependent on sea conditions, although 
it will also be useful for the rest of the Port Community, such as 
shipping agents, stevedores, and commercial service providers. 

Process and service optimisation

An increase is planned in the number of port pilots available to 
improve this service in the Port of Castellon.

Drawing up of information guides for concessionaires, 
suppliers and service providers

This new Port Authority initiative aims to provide a better service to 
new customers in their initial contact with our organisation.

A series of guides have been drawn up for the different types of 
customers and suppliers who come to our organisation. One of the 
guides provides information on how new service providers who need 
to carry out online and face-to-face formalities with the Port Authority 
can access these processes; another of the guides is designed to 
inform those interested in occupying public port land as to how to 
carry out the corresponding procedures as quickly and effectively as 
possible; the last of the guides focuses on port service providers who 
wish to form part of our Port Community.

All the guides have a common section which includes general 
information about the Port Authority of Castellon, such as its location, 
access to the different buildings, opening hours and contact details 
for the different departments, as well as a specific part with the most 
relevant aspects for each specific procedure.

The guides are accessible to all interested parties and will be available 
for download on the Port Authority’s website.
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2.4.5.  Relations with suppliers  
(I_18, I_25, I_27)

Types of suppliers 

The APC defines its local suppliers as those whose registered office is 
located in the province of Castellon.

The breakdown of the APC’ s suppliers is shown in the following table.

The Port Authority worked with a total of 411 suppliers in 2019. Of 
these, 84% were expenditure suppliers and 16% were investment 
suppliers. These percentages have not changed significantly over the 
last few years.

As shown in the table below, 57% of the expenditure suppliers and 51% 
of the investment suppliers the Port Authority works with come from 
the province of Castellon.

TYPES OF SUPPLIERS 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Total no. suppliers 313 349 348 369 411

Expenditure suppliers 
No. 254 287 286 303 345

% 81.15 82.23 82.18 82.11 83.94

Investment suppliers
No. 59 62 62 66 66

% 18.85 17.77 17.82 17.89 16.06

Types of APC suppliers 

LOCAL SUPPLIERS 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Total no. expenditure suppliers 254 287 286 303 345

Expenditure suppliers based 
in Castellon

No. 130 151 152 164 197

% 51.18 52.61 53.15 54.13 57.10

Total no. investment suppliers 59 62 62 66 66

Investment suppliers based in 
Castellon

No. 28 26 29 28 34

% 47.46 41.94 46.77 42.42 51.52

Percentage of local suppliers

Payment terms for current suppliers

On 4 February 2016, the Spanish Official State Gazette (BOE) 
published the Resolution of 29 January 2016, issued by the Spanish 
Accounting and Audit Institute (ICAC), on the information to 
be included in the annual financial statements in relation to the 
average payment terms for suppliers in business operations.

This Resolution replaced and repealed the previous one dated 
29 December 2010, in compliance with the specific mandate laid 
down in Law 31/2014 of 3 December, which modified the Spanish 
Companies Law to improve corporate governance, so as to include 
the average payment terms for suppliers as information in the 
financial statements.

In accordance with the conclusions of Report 58/10, of 23 May 
2011, of the Advisory Board on Administrative Contracts, “Bodies, 
entities, organisations, undertakings, foundations, mutual societies, 
etc., which do not have public administration status for the 
purposes of the Public Sector Contracts Law (...)”, must pay their 
debts within the period laid down in Article 4.1. of Law 3/2004, 
which currently stipulates a general term of thirty days. 

Similarly, the Public Sector Contracts Law 9/2017, of 8 November, 
which came into force the following day, transposed into Spanish 
law the European Parliament and Council Directives 2014/23/
EU and 2014/24/EU of 26 February 2014, in application of the 
provisions of Article 198 thereof, section 4, “Public administration 

2018 2019

Days Days

Average payment terms for 
suppliers

31 29

Percentage of operations paid 31 26

Percentage of operations 
pending payment

6 17

Amount (€) Amount (€)

Total amount of payments made 8,791,152.07 9,927,821.91

Total amount of payments 
pending

1,642,526.22 2,186,477.72

APC payment terms for suppliers
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2.4.5.  Relations with suppliers 
(I_18, I_25, I_27)

shall be obliged to pay amounts within thirty days of the date of 
approval of the work certificates or documents that confirm the 
compliance with the provisions of the contract of the goods or 
services rendered,...”.

Finally, in 2018, the calculation of the average payment term was 
adapted to the specifications set out in Royal Decree 1040/2017, 
of 22 December, which came into force on 1 April 2018, amending 
Royal Decree 635/2014, of 25 July, which enacted the methods 
for calculating the average payment term for suppliers required of 
public administration, among others.

Green procurement

In 2013, the Port Authority of Castellon’s Green Procurement 
Guide for contracting supplies, services and investments of an 
environmental nature came into operation.

A number of expenditure and investment indicators were 
implemented with the introduction of the guide to quantify 
the number of suppliers with environmental certificates as a 
percentage of the total.

In 2019, the indicator obtained for green procurement from 
investment suppliers was 96.16% and for expenditure suppliers this 
green procurement indicator was 95.72%.

Most of the investment and expenditure suppliers have ISO 14004, 
EMAS, AENOR Environmental Management, Environmental or 
Corporate Social Responsibility Policies, the ERCOVA responsible 
company mark or UNE EN ISO 50001 certification. 

In addition, the activities carried out by many of the suppliers 
already involve improving and looking after the environment, such 
as those related to the water cycle and MARPOL waste collection.

2.4.6.  Commercial promotion
The Port Authority of Castellon takes an active role in a range 
of core promotional activities aimed at enhancing the value 
of its assets. These tasks are carried out by the PortCastelló 
Foundation, which strategically brings together the interests 
of the port and of the different companies that make up 
the Castellon Port Community. The objective is none other 
than to attract new clients, strengthen the loyalty of existing 
customers and promote the shipping lines to demonstrate the 
competitiveness of the Port’s facilities.

In 2019, numerous meetings were held with various business 
sectors, showcasing and informing them of the logistics 
opportunities on offer at the Port of Castellon. Presentations were 
given in the hinterland and foreland, and the Port attended the 
most relevant national and international trade fairs for the port’s 
users (ceramics, logistics, agri-food, energy, tourism industries, 
etc.). In addition, corporate conferences were organised to 
highlight the significant growth in traffic at PortCastelló and its 
excellent economic results, thus endorsing the Port Authority’s 
management.

The Port of Castellon participated in the following trade fairs in 
2019:

Fitur in Madrid, Seatrade Cruise Global in Miami, Seatrade Europe in 
Hamburg, ICS in Madrid, Cevisama in Valencia, Cersaie in Bologna, 
Breakbulk Europe in Bremen, Transport Logistic in Munich, SIL in 
Barcelona, 7th Mediterranean Ports & Shipping in Casablanca, Fruit 
Logistic in Berlin, and Fruit Attraction in Madrid.

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Commercial 
promotion of the 
Port (€)

325,460 369,336 360,445 378,159 473,195,85

Operating 
expenses (€)

17,687,595 17,655,683 17,834,142 18,952,899 19,679,108

Ratio 1.84 2.09 2.02 2 2,4

Amount 
assigned to the 
PortCastelló 
Foundation

290,000 280,000 270,000 260,000 250,000
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2.4.7.  Supporting and developing 
the community

PortCastelló organises regular encounters with different industry 
groups to explain its lines of action and strengthen links with its 
stakeholders. These included working meetings with the Ceramic 
Experts Association (ATC), as the ceramic tile sector is one of 
the main types of traffic at the Port of Castellon, and the Ceramic 
Technology Centre, with which the port has an agreement to 
implement environmental protection measures.  

2019 was also the year in which the Port Authority hosted the 
presentation of the 4.0 programme given by the State-owned Ports 
Body to encourage innovation in Spain’s public port network.  

In addition, the Port Authority hosted a meeting of all the Stella 
Maris Seafarers’ Centres in Spain, a FERRMED event to push for the 
Mediterranean corridor, and a National Ports Congress.

The Port of Castellon also works hand in hand with its stakeholders 
and participates actively in the monthly meetings organised by the 
Castellon Propeller Club.  

PortCastelló also plays an active role in activities that promote 
its business. In 2019, for example, it participated in the 9th 
PortCastelló-Mediterranean Business Conference to discuss the 
latest developments in the logistics and port sectors.

The most relevant training initiatives promoted by the Port 
Authority for its staff and the Port Community included 
conferences on cyber-security to raise awareness about data 
security, health and good habits and the prevention of harassment 
in the workplace.  
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2.5. The Environment
2.5.1.  Environmental  

sustainability strategy
In recent years, the Port Authority of Castellon has made a firm 
commitment to the environment and society. One of the Port 
Authority’s strategic goals is to work towards making the Port of 
Castellon a sustainable port. 

Consequently, the aim is to reach a balance between the 
development of the port and respect for the environment through 
the identification of environmental aspects associated with the 
activities and services provided and the implementation of the 
necessary measures to minimise and control the impact they have 
on the environment.

In 2019, the Port Authority continued to monitor environmental 
performance by controlling air quality, analysing water and 
sediment quality, waste management, etc., in order to ensure 
compliance with applicable legislation at all times.

Thus, the main environmental measures in 2019 were:

100% monitoring of solid bulk ship operations. More than 
600 operations involving vessels transporting solid bulk were 
checked. 86% of these operations were deemed satisfactory 
from an environmental point of view. These checks are carried 
out by environmental staff who fill in a report containing 
information about the characteristics of the port call (quay, 
ship, date, etc.), the type of goods carried (name, tonnage, 
dust, etc.), the weather conditions (wind speed and direction, 
rain, etc.) and how the operations are handled (mechanical 
means used, losses from lorries, quay cleaning, etc.). The main 
shortcomings detected include the loss of solid bulk in the 
grabs and the absence of an awning between the quay and the 
ship.

Integration of the five particle collector measuring 
stations into the Valencian Regional Government’s Air 
Quality Monitoring Network (RVVCCA). Proceedings got 
underway with the Valencian Regional Government to 
include the five APC five particle collectors in its air quality 
monitoring network, with the main objective of monitoring 
emissions from activities that could potentially pollute the 

atmosphere. At the end of the year, the Valencian Regional 
Government was already receiving information on PM

10
 

and PM 2.5 particles from the five collectors. The signing 
of the corresponding Voluntary Agreement between the 
two bodies is still pending, as is the approval of the Good 
Environmental Practices Guide for concessionaires at the 
Port of Castellon.

ISO 14001 environmental certification. In the second half of 
2019, the APC contracted expert assistance to implement an 
Environmental Management System based on the ISO 14001 
standard in the Port of Castellon. The work will continue during 
2020 and the certification will encompass the management 
of public port land uses, as well as the management of port, 
general and commercial services, excluding the fishing and 
recreational areas.

Use of alternative energy sources, such as solar energy. 
The APC has carried out a feasibility study to analyse the 
profitability of investing in solar energy to self-supply both 
its own buildings, public lighting, and port concessionaires. 
The study was performed by five different companies, 
providing a technical point of view (calculation of power 
output, number of solar panels required, etc.), an economic 
point of view (price of electricity, profitability, required 
project investment, etc.) and an environmental point of view 
(reduction of tonnes of CO

2
, number of trees required to 

absorb CO
2
, etc.).

Feasibility study for the implementation of an Onshore 
Power Supply (OPS) system. In the second half of 2019, expert 
assistance was hired to analyse the feasibility of implementing 
an OPS system in the Port of Castellon. The system consists of 
connecting vessels berthed at the port’s quays to the general 
electricity network. This means that ships can switch off 
their ancillary engines while docked, consequently reducing 
atmospheric pollution. The project included an analysis of 
potential demand, a technical study, a cost study and an 
environmental impact analysis.
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2.5.1.  Environmental  
sustainability strategy

2.5.2.  Environmental  
management (A_05, A_34)

Calculation of the Port Authority’s carbon footprint. The 
objective is to analyse the Port’s impact and identify the amount 
of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions that are released into the 
atmosphere as a consequence of its activities. The first study was 
carried out in 2017 and the emissions for 2016 were calculated. 
This enabled the APC to join the Carbon Footprint, Offset and 
Absorption Projects Register, identify the sources of emissions that 
come under the operational control of the Port Authority and to 
obtain the first “Calculation 2016” seal. The emissions for 2017 and 
2018 have been inventoried and calculated, and this information is 
still to be sent so as to receive the corresponding seal in exchange.

Finally, the APC promotes and encourages the companies that 
operate in the port, goods terminals and port and commercial service 
providers to invest in improving their environmental management 
through good environmental practice agreements, which involves 
offering them rebates on the activity charge. Three companies 
currently benefit from these rebates: BP Oil, Masol and PortSur.

In 2019, the Port of Castellon handled a total of 7,097,480 tonnes 
of solid bulk, down 4.42% on the previous year. One of the quays 
handling large amounts of this type of goods, which was publicly 
owned in 2018, was assigned to two terminal concessionaires at the 
end of 2019 (TMG and Noatum), thus facilitating greater investment 
in environmental protection and increasing efficiency. Work is 
expected to start in the first quarter of 2020.

The APC, as the guarantor of the management of these 
infrastructures, supervises all of the operations carried out in 
them. This daily monitoring is carried out jointly by the Safety and 
Environment Division and the Port Police. A series of parameters 
are checked to evaluate each operation from an environmental 
and safety point of view, in order to report the non-conformities 
detected, and thus take the appropriate measures to eliminate or 
reduce them.

The following graph shows the statistical data for the monitored 
variables in solid bulk operations and compares 2019 to the 
previous year.

This daily monitoring of solid bulk loading/unloading and handling 
operations aims to convey the importance of systematically 
applying good solid bulk management practices to increase 
awareness. In 2019, the main non-conformities detected were the 
state of the quay (lack of cleanliness) and product losses and 
overflows from the grabs.

It should be noted that 86% of the total number of operations 
reviewed in 2019 were deemed to be satisfactory. This meant 
that no non-conformities were detected in these operations after 
analysing the goods handled, the equipment used and the weather 
conditions.

State of 
the quay

Height 
of 
grab

Losses and 
overflows 
from grabs

Hopper without 
curtains

No grab/
hopper 
coupling

2018 2019

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

Percentage of variable non-conformities in solid 
bulk loading and unloading operations in the port 
(OPPE: A_05) 

Percentage of variable non-conformities in solid bulk loading and unloading 
operations in the port (OPPE: A_05) 
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2.5.2.  Environmental  
management (A_05, A_34)

The following is a summary of some of the environmental 
conditions and requirements the Port Authority takes into account 
when granting concessions and authorisations.

The APC’s short-term objective is to ensure that all users comply 
with all the measures available for the correct functioning of their 
activities and that the working and environmental conditions in the 
port area are gradually improved.

PERS (Port Environmental Review System) (I_04, A_01, A_35)

The APC has held ESPO’s Port Environmental Review System 
(PERS) voluntary certification since 2005. This environmental 
management system is the only European certification specific 
to the port system and demonstrates the Port Authority’s firm 
commitment to sustainable growth and to compliance with the 

ISO 14001

During the last quarter of 2019, expert assistance was hired to 
implement ISO 14001 certification at the Port of Castellon. The 
scope of this certification will centre on:

Management of the use of port public land (except for fishing 
and recreational areas).

Management of port services, general services and commercial 
services

environmental standards required in an environmentally friendly 
port.

Successive reviews of this certification have enabled the APC to 
improve environmental management and awareness by periodically 
measuring and monitoring the quality of water and air, the 
generation and management of the waste produced, as well as its 
impact on the environment.

The latest renewal and review of compliance with the standard 
by Lloyd’s Register was carried out in 2018 and is valid for two 
years. In 2019, the Self-Diagnosis Method (SDM) was renewed as a 
preliminary step to PERS certification in 2020, the main objective 
of which is to provide the port authority with recommendations for 
maintaining the environmental management system, as well as a 
checklist of best environmental practices.

X Having an EMS for the activity as a whole

X Requirements for specific technical measures to prevent or mitigate 
emissions, spills, and leaks (irrigation system, workshop requirements, 
etc.)

X Requirements about the tidiness and cleanliness of work facilities

X Requirements about managing waste

X Reference to contingency plans and required resources

X Obligation to take out environmental liability insurance in accordance 
with the provisions of Law 27/2007

X Obligation to have an Operations Manager who is responsible for 
quayside operations at all times.

X Termination of the service-provision licence when the operator is 
fined for a serious environmental offence.

X Soil pollution control and decontamination in concessions.

Environmental conditions and requirements for concessions/authorisations 
(OPPE: A_34)

2.5.2.1.  Environmental management system 
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The APC did not incur any penalties for non-compliance with 
environmental or other regulations during 2019.

The number of companies with an EMS in the Port Community in 
2019 is shown below:

Since 2017, cargo terminals, passenger terminals and port service 
providers have been included when assessing the implementation 
of environmental management systems within the Port Community. 
A decision was made not to include commercial services given that 
these are often provided by SMEs which come and go at the port 
and would make these figures fluctuate unnecessarily.

The APC mainly manages the waste it generates directly as well 
as the waste generated by daily port operations through its 
collection points. These collection points were set up in the port 
area in 2017 to correctly manage inert waste and general goods 
waste. Their management is the responsibility of the stevedoring 
companies that operate in the public Ceramic Quay. The collection 
points located in the fishing port and in the North Dock continue 
to be managed by the APC (see Good Environmental Practice 
Guide).

As part of the APC’s awareness-raising activities, concessionaires 
and service providers are also informed of their obligation to 
comply with the administrative requirements imposed by the 
Waste Law for their activities and are advised on how to improve 
waste management. The Port Authority has updated and published 
the Good Environmental Practice Guide on its website, in order to 
raise awareness about the importance of correctly managing waste. 
This guide includes best practices for offices, workshops, port 
operations, marinas and fishing ports.

2.5.2.1. Environmental management system 

2.5.2.2.  Waste management  
(A_22, A_23, A_24, A_25)

2019

NO. OF 
COMPANIES

NUMBER OF 
COMPANIES WITH 

AN EMS

IMPLEMENTATION 
(%)

Cargo terminals 8 8 100 

Passenger 
terminals

0 0 0

Port service 
providers 

7 7 100

Total 14 14 100

Number of companies with an EMS in the Port Community in 2019  
(OPPE: A_35)

Good Environmental Practice Guide
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The APC staff assigned to the environmental monitoring of 
facilities make regular visits to the various concessions and 
terminals which produce waste in order to inform them about the 
efficient use of resources and to help them manage the waste 
they generate.

Some of the initiatives put forward by the APC in the field of waste 
management are shown below:

2.5.2.2.  Waste management 
(A_22, A_23, A_24, A_25)

X Inventory of the port activities that generate waste.

X Regular monitoring of concessions and service providers to check 
compliance with the administrative requirements established by the 
Waste Law.

X Penalties for waste abandoned in unauthorised areas.

X Good practice guide and environmental code of conduct.

X Waste transfer centres promoted by the Port Authority.

X Collection points with separate collection areas.

X Good practice agreements.

X Campaigns to raise environmental awareness featuring environmental 
conferences and symposia.

Initiatives promoted by the Port Authority to improve waste management 
in the Port Community (OPPE: A_24)

A) Non-hazardous waste

The APC has set up a series of collection points located in the 
commercial area, the fishing dock and in the recreational area with 
public access for the collection of non-hazardous waste.

The location of the waste collection points managed by the APC 
appears in the Good Environmental Practice Guide.

There are different types of non-hazardous waste:

As mentioned above, the collection points are the responsibility of 
and are managed by the three stevedoring companies that operate 
in the Ceramic Quay.

Separate waste collection

The Port of Castellon has containers for the collection of solid 
urban waste, paper/cardboard, glass, and plastic and light 
packaging throughout the port area.

The APC manages the recyclable waste collected (paper/
cardboard, glass, plastic and packaging) for the Port Community, 
as the body responsible for the port, but does not have control 
over the amount of waste generated, as this factor depends on 
the initiatives of the operators and concessionaires.

The amounts managed by the APC are shown below. 

Commercial docks and recreational area

As shown in the table above, the volume of waste produced has 
fallen overall. 

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Inert handled solid 
bulk (tonnes)

3,991,119 5,198,983 6,276,477 7,425,515 7,097,480

Inert solid bulk waste 
(tonnes)

815 1.018 364 508 370.20

Inert handled solid bulk and inert bulk waste

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Organic 
waste

Tonnes 784.43 893.72 795.41 657.40 595.77

Yearly variation % -40.30 13.93 -11.00 -17.35 -9.37

Paper / 
cardboard

Tonnes 4.98 7.17 3.41 2.69 2.68

Yearly variation % -30.80 44.12 -52.44 -21.11 -0.37

Plastic Tonnes 9.62 11.76 4.52 6.42 6.30

Yearly variation %. -51.21 22.24 -61.56 42.04 -1.87

Iron Tonnes 3.71 21.42 12.31 4.53 0.1

Yearly variation %. -96.25 155.62 -42.53 -63.20 -97.79

Wood Tonnes 46.38 69.46 13.46 45.70 47.05

Yearly variation % 1.44 49.76 -80.62 239.52 2.95

Waste collection 
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2.5.2.2.  Waste management 
(A_22, A_23, A_24, A_25)

Fishing Dock

Water surface 

In the Port of Castellon’s Fishing Dock, there are containers for 
non-hazardous waste (mainly fishing gear), packaging and wooden 
boxes.

In addition to the cleaning and maintenance of the land areas in 
the port, the APC is also responsible for cleaning the water surface 
belonging to the port. It does so by contracting a boat to collect 
floating waste.

In 2019, there was an increase in the amount of all types of floating 
waste collected.

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Other 
waste

Tonnes 29.58 37.48 23.52 15.39 15.12

Yearly variation % -72.00 26.71 -37.25 -34.57 -1.75

Other waste (Fishing Dock)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Oils and fats 0.00 0 0 0 0

Algae 0.34 1.1 0.3 0.1 0.4

Organic waste 0.46 0.55 0.5 0.6 0.8

Wood 2.64 1.98 1.85 4.7 5.5

Plastic 2.05 2.8 1.1 1.6 2.1

Other waste 2.22 2.5 2.5 2 2

Floating waste in port waters (t)

B) Hazardous waste 

The APC has a collection facility for hazardous waste generated at 
its workplaces.

No hazardous waste was collected in 2019.

No dredging operations were carried out in 2019. The dredging 
operations planned for 2020 include: 

1. Section I of the Ceramic Quay.

2.  Dredging for the bedding layer of the liquid bulk berth in the 
South Dock.

3.  Dredging for the bedding layer of the caissons for the railway 
bridge and the north railway connection.

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Large batteries 35.00 130.00 130.00 20.00 0.00

Expired products 8.00 15.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Contaminated plastic 
packaging

3.00 4.00 4.00 0.00 0.00

Contaminated cloths 3.00 5.00 5.00 0.00 0.00

Fluorescent tubes 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Small batteries 10.00 15.00 15.00 1.00 0.00

Used oils 3.00 2.00 2.00 8.00 0.00

Consumables 0.00 0.025 23.66 0.00 0.00

Contaminated metal packaging 15.00 90.00 90.00 14.00 0.00

Amounts of waste generated in APC facilities or abandoned within the port 
area (kg)
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2.5.2.2.  Waste management (A_22, A_23, A_24, A_25)

WASTE TYPE TREATMENT 2019 2018 ANNUAL VARIATION 
(%)Tonnes % Tonnes %

NON-HAZARDOUS WASTE

Inert waste (*) Landfill 370.20 35.31 508.00 40.67 -27.13

Organic waste Landfill/Composting 595.77 56.85 657.40 52.63 -9.37

Paper and cardboard Recycling 2.68 0.26 2.69 0.21 -0.37

Plastic waste Recycling 6.30 0.60 6.42 0.51 -1.87

Iron waste Recycling 0 0.00 4.53 0.36 0.00

Wood waste Recycling 47.05 4.49 45.70 3.66 2.95

Other waste (fishing area) Landfill 15.12 1.44 15.39 1.23 -1.75

Floating solid waste Authorised managers 10.8 1.03 9.00 0.72 20.00

Subtotal 1,047.92 100.00 1,249.13 100.00 -16.11

HAZARDOUS WASTE

Large batteries Authorised managers 0 0.00 0.02 46.51 0.00

Fluorescent tubes Authorised managers 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Expired products Authorised managers 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Small batteries Authorised managers 0 0.00 0.001 2.32 0.00

Contaminated plastic packaging Authorised managers 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Used oils Authorised managers 0.00 0.00 0.008 18.60 0.00

Consumables Authorised managers 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Contaminated cloths Authorised managers 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Contaminated metal packaging Authorised managers 0.00 0.00 0.014 32.56 0.00

Subtotal 0.00 0.00 0.043 100.00 0.00

TOTALS

Non-hazardous waste
1,047.92

100.00
1,249.17

99.99
-16.11

Hazardous waste 0.00 0.003

(*) The management of inert solid bulk waste from port operations lies directly with the stevedoring companies that handle it.

Percentage of waste generated by the APC that is separated, recovered or disposed of by authorised waste managers, broken down by type of waste 
(OPPE: A_22)

Information about waste treatment is provided by the authorised managers to whom the waste is delivered. The hazardous waste 
generated within the port area comes mainly from companies outside the organisation over which the APC does not have any direct 
control, though it does cooperate in managing this waste.

C) Types of waste generated within the port area

The percentage of waste generated by the APC that is separated, recovered or disposed of by authorised waste managers broken down 
by type of waste is shown below:
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2.5.2.2.  Waste management (A_22, A_23, A_24, A_25)

MARPOL WASTE 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

MARPOL I-B

No. services 76 43 34 49 62

m3 of waste 77,731 41,829 65,732 9,724.41 7,949.99

Variation (%) 48.00 -46.18 57.14 -85.21 -18.25

MARPOL I-C

No. services 668 535 502 571 574

m3 of waste 6,711 5,458 6,157 7,323.05 6,790.13

Variation t (%) 16.30 -18.67 12.80 18.94 -7.28

MARPOL II

No. services - - - - -

m3 of waste - - - - -

Variation (%) - - - - -

MARPOL IV

No. services - - - - -

m3 of waste - - - - -

Variation (%) - - - - -

MARPOL V

No. services 1,538 1,678 1,732 1,867 1,741

m3 of waste 2,970 3,391 3,604 4,210.2 3,934.38

Variation (%) 15.00 14.17 6.29 16.82 -6.55

MARPOL VI

No. services - - - - -

m3 of waste - - - - -

Variation (%) - - - - -

Annual volumes of MARPOL waste (m3 ) managed (OPPE: A_22)

D) MARPOL waste

In 2019, the Port of Castellon’s MARPOL waste reception and handling plan was revised and is pending approval from the Harbourmaster’s 
Office.

The amounts of MARPOL waste generated in the Port of Castellon in the last five years are shown below.
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2.5.2.2.  Waste management (A_22, A_23, A_24, A_25)

The vessel charge rebates given by the APC for using the MARPOL waste collection service, in accordance with Royal Legislative Decree 
2/2011 art. 132 sections 10 and 11, were as follows:

In 2019, rebates amounting to a total of €105,106 were given as follows:

€9,708 to vessels that had a certificate
from the Harbourmaster’s Office stating 
that the environmental management of 
the ship, its design, equipment available or 
operating conditions generated reduced 
quantities of the corresponding waste.

€49,800 to vessels that did not
discharge Annex I waste at a port of call 
because they proved to the Port Authority, 
by means of a certificate issued by the 
Harbourmaster’s Office, that they had 
discharged Annex I waste and paid the 
corresponding fees at their previous port 
of call, provided that they could guarantee 
that all the waste of this type would be 
collected at that port, that the storage 
capacity of the waste had not been 
exceeded since the previous call and that it 
would not be exceeded until the next call.

€45,598 to ships operating regular,
frequent calls, particularly on short sea 
shipping routes, because they were able 
to demonstrate to the Port Authority, 
by means of a certificate issued by the 
Harbourmaster’s Office, that they had 
a plan ensuring the discharge of ship-
generated waste in Annexes I and V; for 
more information see Royal Legislative 
Decree 2/2011 article 132 section 10c.

YEARS VESSEL CHARGE REBATES (€) INCREASE             
(%)

EXEMPTIONS GRANTED BY 
THE HARBOURMASTER’S 

OFFICE

COMPLAINTS RECEIVED 
ABOUT THE SERVICEREBATE 10A REBATE 10B REBATE 10C TOTAL

2015 7,858.32 736.56 27,330.02 35,924.90 -5.47 29 0

2016 9,683.68 1,631.77 34,175.82 45,491.27 26.62 4 0

2017 8,202.34 24,685.15 35,764.57 68,652.06 50.91 8 0

2018 11,819.92 40,579.54 35,899.65 88,299.11 28.62 8 0

2019 9,708.12 49,800.06 45,597.77 105,105.95 19.03 10 0

MARPOL service rebates, exemptions and complaints
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2.5.2.3.  Water quality management   
(A_02, A_11, A_12)

The APC, in line with the European Water Framework Directive 
(WFD) approved in 2000 and its transposition into national 
regulations, proactively follows the recommendations set out in the 
port water body characterisation studies performed by the State-
owned Ports Body (OPPE), such as the “RMW 5.1-13 Quality of 
coastal waters in port areas” review, completed in 2013.

These recommendations can be accessed on the State-owned 
Ports Body website.

The following is a list of administrative and technical measures 
implemented by the APC to control discharges linked to port 
activities, including controlled cleaning and maintenance points, 
improvements to the sewage network, operational surveillance, 
etc.).

The Port Authority checks whether the concessions and 
authorisations have the required discharge permits for their 
activities.

Surveillance network

The APC carries out regular analyses of the port’s waters.

Of all the parameters analysed annually, tributyltin continues to be 
detected in sediment. This compound was used as an additive in the 
anti-fouling paints employed on the hulls of fishing boats. Although 
this compound was prohibited many years ago, given that it is a 
marine pollutant, it is still detected due to its long-lasting nature.

X Implementation of the RMW 5.1 programme

X Inventory and characterisation of the sources of pollution in docks

X Regular campaigns to characterise water and sediment quality

X Rules of obligatory compliance and the application of a penalty system

X Good practice guides and voluntary codes of conduct

X Specific technical instructions for loading/unloading solid bulk

X Direct supervision on the quayside by Port Authority experts

X Improvements in the sewage network

X Installation of specific areas for cleaning and maintenance of 
equipment

X Specific environmental requirements on wastewater and drainage 
management included in concession terms and conditions

X Environmental requirements for maintenance and cleaning of 
equipment included in service and concession terms and conditions

X Good practice agreements

X Approval of Internal Maritime Plans (IMP) to respond to marine 
pollution emergencies

X Improvement in the provision of own resources to combat accidental 
marine pollution

List of discharge control measures (OPPE: A_11)

INDICATORS 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Physical and chemical indicators X X X X X

Turbidity/solids in suspension X X X X X

Nutrients X X X X X

Chlorophylls X X X X X

Heavy metals X X X X X

Pesticides X X X X X

Other organic micropollutants

Biological indicators

Parameterised indicators (OPPE: A_12)
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2.5.2.4. Discharges and spills (A_10, A_13, A_14, A_16, A_22)

A) Accidental spills

The APC is mainly in charge of protecting the entire port area from 
all types of spills on land and on the water surface with the help 
of other organisations, such as the Harbourmaster’s Office and 
SASEMAR.

B) Significant discharges from vessels

The APC, together with the Spanish Maritime Safety Agency 
(SASEMAR) and the Harbourmaster’s Office, are responsible for 
ensuring that no discharges or spills occur within the port service 
area, and work together on developing action plans.

There were two incidents in 2019, one of which involved the 
activation of the Internal Maritime Plan (IMP) to combat accidental 
marine pollution by hydrocarbons. This was not really an activation 
of the plan but rather a green pre-alert in which the party 
responsible for causing the incident used its own resources to clean 
the spill up. In this case, the terminal activated its internal plan with 
the deployment of Consulmar’s containment boom and the oil spill 
from a hydraulic engine was cleaned up with absorbent. The oil 
came from the breakage of a hose on a crane leg and spilled onto 
the quay esplanade and into the sea. These oily stains in the Outer 
Dock were dispersed with a semi-rigid Zodiac speed boat. This 
is a standard method when the use of specific absorbents is not 
deemed to be effective.2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

No. of IMP 
activations

Green 0 1 3 0 1

Blue 0 0 0 0 0

Red 0 0 0 0 0

No. of significant 
discharges

0 0 0 0 1

Weight of collected waste 
(Kg)

0 0 Data not 
available

0 Managed 
as waste by 
the terminal

No. significant discharges and amounts of waste collected  
(OPPE: A_16, A_22)

Number of marine pollution incidents that did not require IMP 
activation 

1

Number of marine pollution emergencies requiring the activation 
of a concession IMP without the need to activate the Port’s IMP 
("situation 0")

1

Number of marine pollution emergencies requiring activation of 
the Port's IMP ("situation 0")

0

Number of marine pollution emergencies requiring activation of 
the National Maritime Plan ("situation 1 or higher")

0
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2.5.2.4. Discharges and spills (A_10, A_13, A_14, A_16, A_22)

WASTEWATER BY TYPE OF DISCHARGE m3 MEANS OF DISPOSAL

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 MUNICIPAL 
SEWERS

SEPTIC TANK OWN 
TREATMENT

 Urban 180 180 7 7 14 X X

Industrial --- --- --- --- ----

Combined --- --- --- --- ----

Total volume 180 180 7 7 14 X X

Volumes and disposal of wastewater generated by the APC (OPPE: A_17)

C) Significant discharges from facilities and communal areas managed by the APC

The data on the management of these discharges is shown below:

Port land service area

Concessions

The increases in 2019 were due to episodes of rain that flooded the 
North Dock esplanades, which made it necessary to hire a service 
to remove rainwater from the docks and roads.

The APC only generates urban wastewater discharges from offices 
and workshops, all of which are collected via municipal sewers or in 
septic tanks and managed by authorised managers.

RAINWATER BY TYPE OF NETWORK 
AND TREATMENT

LAND AREA (%)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Via the rainwater collection network, 
regardless of whether it is treated or not.

100 100 100 100 100

Via the rainwater collection and 
treatment network, the rainwater is 
discharged into the municipal sewage 
network or is treated before being 
discharged into the sea.

0 0 0 0 0

Degree of coverage and type of rainwater collection network (OPPE: A_14).

AREA OF LAND SERVICE AREA WITH 
WASTEWATER TREATMENT (%)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Sewage network (regardless of where 
it discharges and how wastewater is 
treated)

12.46 12.46 12.46 12.46 12.46

Sewage network connected to 
municipal sewer or WWTP

12.46 12.46 12.46 12.46 12.46

Septic tanks 87.54 87.54 87.54 87.54 87.54

Percentage of the surface area in the service area that has wastewater 
collection and treatment (OPPE: A_13)
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2.5.2.4. Discharges and spills  
(A_10, A_13, A_14, A_16, A_22)

2.5.2.5.  Cleaning of communal water areas   
(A_15)

The APC has a surface area of 337,665 m2 that includes the fishing 
port, the Costa Quay, administrative area and Emara Inversiones 
Empresariales, S.L., where all the wastewater flows into the 
municipal sewage system.

In the South Dock, the APC has two septic tanks, which are located 
in the Port Police changing rooms and in the fire station facilities.

The rest of the area under concession discharges its wastewater 
into septic tanks that each concessionaire manages individually.

The APC has an agreement with an authorised manager for the 
cleaning and management of solid floating waste in the port 
waters. The following resources are available for this service:

The detailed weights of the floating waste collected during the year 
are shown in point 2.5.2.2.

All the sporadic discharges listed in the table are considered 
significant by the APC, as they come from inland sources and are 
not treated prior to being discharged in the port service area.

NAME TYPE OF 
DISCHARGE

SOURCE TYPE TREATMENT

Fil and Sensal 
irrigation channels

Open 
channel

Mixed Sporadic None

Fábrega irrigation 
channel

Open 
channel

Agricultural Sporadic None

Vellet irrigation 
channel

Open 
channel

Agricultural Sporadic None

Vinatxell irrigation 
channel

Open 
channel

Agricultural Sporadic None

Northern perimeter 
irrigation channel 
of the Iberdrola 
transformer station

Open 
channel

Mixed Sporadic None

Villamargo 
irrigation channel

Open 
channel

Mixed Sporadic None

Non-port discharges in the port service area (Zone I) (OPPE: A_10) 

Inputs from outside the port service area

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Number of boats 1 1 1 1 1

Cleaning frequency Daily Daily Daily Daily Daily

Weight of collected waste (tonnes) 7.35 7.7 8.93 6.25 10.8

Technical and human resources used to clean the water surface  
(OPPE: A_15)
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2.5.2.6.  Air quality management. Emissions   
(A_02, A_05, A_07, A_08, A_09, A_06)

Until 2018, the APC had two continuous environmental particle 
measurement monitors (Grimm 180 model), located at the port-city 
interface in the north commercial area and the fishing area. Both 
monitors are capable of simultaneously measuring the micrograms 
of particles per m3 of air for sizes PM10, PM2.5 and PM1, and are 
equipped with weather stations. In 2019, three additional monitors 
were installed in the South Dock. This means that the entire port 
perimeter is now equipped with particle collectors.

The data is transferred from the collectors themselves to a 
communications server, where the data is stored. Specific software 
for environmental data processing provides access to the stored 
data and can generate graphs, pollutant roses, reports and daily, 
monthly or annual particle measurements.

As with all immission values, these annual or daily values obtained 
include the port’s concentration of airborne particles, many of 
which are disperse and relatively insignificant, as well as the 
urban and industrial concentrations present in the area, without 
forgetting the major impact of vehicles and land transport, which 
is possibly one of the most important factors both in the emission 

of unburned particles and the resuspension and fragmentation into 
even smaller sizes of the particles that have already settled.

Based on an objective assessment of environmental aspects or 
risks by the EMS since 2008, no significant emission sources have 
been identified, as the results have a moderate or negligible impact. 
Even so, the activities that generate these emissions are considered 
significant because they are important in the port, such as the 
handling of solid bulk which, in this case, comes from a variety of 
sources.

A) PM
10

 particle emissions (OPPE: A_08)

PARTICLE EMISSIONS FROM RATING

Land vehicle traffic (resuspension) Moderate impact

Loading, unloading and handling of solid bulk Moderate impact

Temporary outdoor storage of solid bulk Moderate impact

Construction, demolition, maintenance and cleaning 
of facilities in civil works

Negligible impact

N.B.: Assessed according to the method used by the PERS environmental management 
system.

Significant emission sources in the Port of Castellon (OPPE: A_05)
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2.5.2.6.  Air quality management. Emissions  
(A_02, A_05, A_07, A_08, A_09, A_06)

SIGNIFICANT EMISSION 
SOURCES

CONTROL MEASURES

Heavy road traffic • Speed limited to 30km/h.

• Administrative fines for speeding. 

• Cleaning reports from operational areas.

Loading, unloading and 
handling of solid bulk

• Installation of fixed wind / dust screens. 

• Frequent watering of powdery material when 
tolerated by the product. 

•  Port Police fill in checklists of Good 
Environmental Practices used in operations. 

• Monitoring by continuous measurement 
equipment of the particle concentration at 
the port-city interface.

Outdoor storage of solid 
bulk

• Authorisation from the APC

• Limits on the type of solid bulk allowed 
(not powdery, can tolerate watering and 
forms a crust due to the effect of water, thus 
preventing the emission of particles). 

• Monitoring by continuous measurement 
equipment of the particle concentration at 
the port-city interface.

Control measures per emission source within the port area (OPPE A_07).

The particle values from the five stations are shown below, based 
on the limits currently in force, according to Annex I, section C for 
PM

10
 of Royal Decree 102/2011 of 28 January on the improvement of 

air quality.

Tramontana station (*) 

Gregal station (*) 

Levante station (*) 

Poniente station (*) 

Siroco station (*) 

PM
10
 CONCENTRATION 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Number of exceedances of the daily 
limit 50 μg/m3) 

0 0 0 0 0

Annual average value (μg/m3) (**) 16.00 10.00 14.00 14.00 13.00

Valid data (%) 99.20 95.00 97.00 97.00 97.00

PM
10
 CONCENTRATION 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Number of exceedances of the daily 
limit (50 μg/m3) 

0 0 0 6 15

Annual average value (μg/m3) (**) 10.00 9.00 7.00 9.00 13.00

Valid data (%) 96.44 97.00 99.73 98.00 87.00

PM
10

 CONCENTRATION 2019

Number of exceedances of the daily limit (50 μg/m3) 4

Annual average value (μg/m3) (**) 17.00

Valid data (%) 91.00

PM
10

 CONCENTRATION 2019

Number of exceedances of the daily limit (50 μg/m3) 10

Annual average value (μg/m3) (**) 22.00

Valid data (%) 88.00

PM
10

 concentration 2019

Number of exceedances of the daily limit (50 μg/m3) 4

Annual average value (μg/m3) (**) 17.00

Valid data (%) 87.00

(*) This daily limit may not be exceeded more than 35 times a year.

(**) Approximate values pending Spanish National Research Council (CSIC) validation 
of episodes of dust coming in from the Sahara Desert. These particle values should be 
reduced.

APC surveillance network particle collector values (OPPE A_09)
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2.5.2.6.  Air quality management. Emissions  
(A_02, A_05, A_07, A_08, A_09, A_06)

The data obtained by the particle collectors in the five measuring 
stations in 2019 shows that the valid data required for an average 
value to be representative was between 87-97%. The annual average 
PM

10
 values were below 40 μg/m3 (annual limit permitted by the 

regulations) and there were no exceedances of the daily limit of 50 
μg/m3. 

It should be noted that in 2019 the procedures to include the five 
APC collectors in the Valencian Regional Government’s Air Quality 
Monitoring Network (RVVCCA) got underway, as mentioned in 
section 2.5.1. Environmental sustainability strategy. The work to be 
done includes comparing the Port Authority’s five GRIMM particle 
collectors with gravimetric measuring equipment according to the 
UNE-EN 12341 standard to evaluate the concentrations averaged 
over 24 hours. The agreement reached with the Valencian Regional 
Government consists of:

2019: Comparison of Levante and Poniente particle collectors.

2020: Comparison of Siroco particle collector.

2021: Comparison of Tramontana and Gregal particle collectors

The correction factor that arose out of the Poniente comparison 
was 1.52, while the winter comparison for the Levante particle 
collector has to be repeated given the breakdowns suffered in 2019. 
This comparison will be completed in the first quarter of 2020.

The APC did not receive any complaints about particle emissions in 
2019.

YEARS COMPLAINTS ABOUT 
PARTICLE EMISSIONS

COMPLAINTS 
REJECTED

APC ACTIONS

2014 2 0 2

2015 0 0 0

2016 0 0 0

2017 0 0 0

2018 0 0 0

2019 0 0 0

Complaints about particle emissions (OPPE A_06)

The APC does not consider the acquisition of gas measuring 
equipment to be a priority, as it estimates that the amount 
contributed by port activities is small in comparison with other 
external emissions adjacent to the port area. In addition, it is the 
responsibility of the local and regional governments to measure 
these parameters.

The APC is aware of the adverse effects that greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions have on the climate. Accordingly, it has identified 
the sources of these emissions from its activities such as vehicle 
fleet movements, maintenance visits to lighthouses by boat and the 
consumption of diesel lubricating fuel for heating in the changing 
rooms, in addition to the electricity consumed in the APC buildings. 
Emissions from vessels and concessions are also considered.

The calculation tool, including a series of emissions factors, 
provided by MAPAMA, is used to obtain the tonnes of CO

2
 

emitted. This tool will enable the Port Authority to join the Carbon 
Footprint, Offset and Absorption Projects Register in the future.

B)  Sulphur dioxide, carbon monoxide and nitrogen 
dioxide emissions (OPPE: A_08)

C)  Greenhouse gas emissions (OPPE: A_08)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Tonnes CO
2
 from vehicle fleet 

and catamaran fuel
48.43 46.76 47.27 56.92 42.03

Tonnes CO
2
 from boiler fuel 4.45 5.10 2.54 4.06 2.49

Tonnes CO
2
 from electricity 

used by the APC
502.47 603.65 623.22 649.24 655.44

Tonnes CO
2
 from electricity 

used by ships 
135.56 45.03 6.84 6.81 4.08

Tonnes CO
2
 electricity used 

by concessions (*)
638.86 589.39 561.85 588.63 673.21

Total emissions  
(tonnes CO

2
) 

1,329.76 1,289.94 1,241.72 1,305.66 1,377.25

(*) The data shown only refers to the concessionaires that have not yet outsourced 
their electricity supply to a utility.

CO
2
 emissions (OPPE: A_08)
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2.5.2.6.  Air quality management. Emissions  
(A_02, A_05, A_07, A_08, A_09, A_06)

2.5.2.7.  Soil management (A_02)

2.5.2.8. Noise (A_02, A_18, A_19, A_20, A_21)

As shown in the table above, CO
2
 emissions from the vehicle fleet, 

boilers and vessels have decreased, but those of the APC and 
especially of its concessions have increased considerably.

The APC tries to minimise noise exposure from the facilities within the 
port service area, moving the operating areas away from urban areas 
and carrying out specific actions to mitigate noise issues.

A map will be drawn up if the noise quality objectives detailed in the 
city of Castellon’s strategic noise map are not met, establishing the 
relevant actions to be taken.

Neither the APC nor the Port Community in the Port of Castellon 
has equipment that emits chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) which 
deplete the ozone layer.

There are no significant emissions in the APC other than those 
described above.

The APC, in application of Royal Decree 9/2005, which establishes 
the list of potentially soil-polluting activities and the criteria and 
standards for the declaration of contaminated soil, has included in 
the specific terms and conditions for awarding concessions for port 
land the obligation to produce a report prior to terminating the 
concession stating the leaving conditions and the relevant technical 
reports demonstrating the satisfactory condition of the area to 
be vacated, including a soil restoration/decontamination plan if 
applicable.

In 2019, a refrigerated warehouse concession expired, which meant it 
was necessary to request a contaminated soil report while reversing 
the facilities built by the concessionaire. 

D)  Ozone-depleting substances (OPPE: A_08)

E)  Other emissions (GRI: EN20 / OPPE: A_08)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Terminated concessions 1 3 0 1 1

No. of vacancy reports submitted 1 1 0 0 1

List of concessions terminated under RD 9/2005 

IDENTIFICATION RESULTS

YEARS
NUMBER OF EMISSION 

POINTS
CORRECTIVE 
ACTIONS (*)

ACTION TAKEN

2012
Sporadic 0 -- -- --

Background 0 -- -- --

2013
Sporadic

2 Recreational 
facilities Ac. 1 2

Written 
notification 
issued

1 Les Serretes 
Quarry Ac.5 1 Quarry area 

enclosed

Background 0 -- -- --

2014
Sporadic 0 -- -- -- --

Background 0 -- -- -- --

2015

Sporadic 2 Recreational 
facilities Ac.5 1

Closing times 
monitored by the 
Port Police

Sporadic 1 Birds Ac.5 1 Tree pruning

Background 0 -- -- -- --

2016
Sporadic 1 Birds Ac.5 1 Tree pruning

Background 0 --- --- --- ---

2017

Sporadic 0 -- -- -- --

Background 0 -- -- -- --

Sporadic 0 -- -- -- --

2018 Background 0 -- -- -- --

2019
Sporadic 0 -- -- -- --

Background 0 -- -- -- --

(*) Type of action:
Action 1: Interested party is informed.
Action 2: Competent authority is informed. 
Action 3: Disciplinary proceedings
Action 4: Noise study
Action 5: Corrective measures

Main sources of significant noise emissions detected and actions taken.
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2.5.2.8. Noise (A_02, A_18, A_19, A_20, A_21)

2.5.3.1.  Responsible consumption and use 
of resources

SOURCE OF COMPLAINT (STAKEHOLDER GROUP) RECEPTION OF COMPLAINTS 
(CUSTOMER SERVICE)

NO. OF COMPLAINTS

PORT 
COMMUNITY

PUBLIC 
ADMINISTRATION

URBAN CENTRES OTHERS REGISTER E-MAIL TELEPHONE RECREATIONAL 
AREA

COMMERCIAL 
AREA

2014 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2015 0 0 3 0 2 1 0 3 0

2016 10 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

2017 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2018 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2019 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Complaints registered by the APC regarding noise emissions according to source and reception channel (OPPE A_19)

In 2019, the APC did not receive any complaints about noise pollution.

The APC is committed to sustainably managing and using natural 
resources and to correctly handling waste, spills, discharges and 
emissions from business activities.

The following sections detail the APC’s consumption of resources 
and the measures adopted to use them responsibly.

2.5.3. Eco-efficiency

The drinking water at the Port of Castellon is supplied externally by 
F.A.C.S.A. (Sociedad de Fomento Agrícola Castellonense, S.A.). This 
means there are no water collection facilities on the port premises.

In the North and South Docks, the port drinking water is directly 
supplied by the water utility F.A.C.S.A. In the fishing port, it is 
managed by the APC.

Water consumption in the Port of Castellon is shown below, 
reflecting the water supplied by the utility, the use of water directly 
consumed by the APC and in the North Area and South Dock.

A) Water

CONSUMPTION  
EFFICIENCY

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Consumption (m3) 81,888 75,287 84,415 66,845 85,572

Service area managed 
directly by APC (m2) 

1,744,225 1,744,225 1,744,225 1,744,225 1,744,225

Ratio (m3/m2) ** 0.047 0.043 0.048 0.055 0.049

(*) The areas managed by the APC during the year include roads, public quays, 
landscaped areas, buildings and port land available under concession.

Annual Port Authority water consumption (OPPE: A_30)

CONSUMPTION SOURCES (%) 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Domestic/offices 0.01 0.76 0.61 0.56 0.45

Watering garden areas 28.70 41.80 41.36 13.13 8.76

Dust prevention systems using 
irrigation (Port Authority only)

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Other uses 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Figures are calculated as a percentage of total APC consumption

Different uses of Port Authority water consumption (OPPE: A_30)
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2.5.3.1.  Responsible consumption and use 
of resources

CONSUMPTION BY 
CONCESSIONS AND 
AREAS

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

North Area (m3) 127,711 133,878 131,582 133,666 109,726

South Dock (m3) 288,697 304,797 327,715 357,900 484,668

Water in Port of 
Castellon (m3)

416,408 438,675 459,297 491,566 594,394

Land surface area 
(m2)

3,110,000 3,110,000 3,110,000 3,110,000 3,110,000

Water consumption 
as a percentage of 
land surface area 
(m3/m2)

0.13 0.14 0.15 0.15 1.85

Water consumption in the Port of Castellon 

NETWORK EFFICIENCY 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Water (m3) 86,505 86,095 95,543 61,263 61,220

Annual variation -17.00% -0.48% 10.97 -0.36 -0.07

Network efficiency (%) (*) 65.41 64.70 68.14 65.22 63.1

(*) Network efficiency = 100 * (revenue water) / (distributed water)

Efficiency of the water network managed by the APC (OPPE: A_31)

Total water consumption in the Port of Castellon’s South Dock 
has gone up as a consequence of an increase in activities in this 
area. The figure has decreased in the North Area, due to the early 
detection of leaks.

The following table shows water consumption at the Port of 
Castellon, differentiating between the water utility, the water directly 
used by the APC and the North Area and South Dock.

B) Fuel

The fuel used by the APC for heating and supplying its vehicle and vessel 
fleets in 2019 is shown below:

FOSSIL FUEL CONSUMPTION 2019 2018 ANNUAL 
VARIATION (%)

Fuel (GJ) 664.46 794.53 -16.37

Fuel (m3) 17.99 20.11 -10.54

Land surface area (m2) 3,110,000 3,110,000 0.00

Ratio (GJ/m2) 0.00021 0.00025 -16.00

Ratio (m3/m2) 0.000006 0.000006 0.00

APC fuel consumption (OPPE: A_33)

Fuel consumption was reduced by over 16% in 2019.

TYPE OF FUEL 
% OF TOTAL ANNUAL 

VARIATION (%)2019 2018

Natural gas 0.00 0.00 0.00

Propane gas 0.00 0.00 0.00

Petrol 3.39 3.24 4.63

Diesel

Heating 7.31 7.96 -8.17

Vessels 3.61 19.17 -81.17

Vehicles 88.75 69.56 27.59

Generators 0.33 3.30 -90.00

Other 0.00 0.00 0.00

Fuel consumption by type (OPPE: A_33)

The amount of fuel used for vehicles (petrol and diesel) increased 
whilst the amount used for heating, vessels and generators 
decreased in 2019.

CONSUMPTION SOURCES % OF TOTAL

Heating and hot water 5.56

Vehicles 73.62

Vessels 20.57

Generators 0.25

Other uses 0.00

Fuel consumption by use (OPPE: A_33)
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2.5.3.1.  Responsible consumption and use 
of resources

The electricity used by the Port of Castellon is supplied by 
Curenergía Comercializador de Último Recurso, S.A.U. and Endesa 
Energía, S.A. 

The APC continued with its policy of using paper that is free of toxic 
bleaching agents, using instead paper with FSC (Forest Stewardship 
Council) certification, which guarantees sourcing and respects 
ecosystems. The office material used also complies with the APC’s 
good environmental office practice policy, as it is 100% recycled.

In 2019, the Port Authority of Castellon continued with its 
commitment to print fewer documents, thanks to the new 
technologies implemented during the year. This was complemented 
with the fitting of a second computer screen for 31.5% of the 
APC’s 130 employees, in this initial phase, to reduce the number of 
documents printed.

The APC has been using the centralised print management and 
control tool, PaperCut, for five years. This tool analyses and 
monitors printing by users and equipment, in order to optimise and 
plan usage. In addition, it can estimate the number of trees used 
according to the paper documents are printed on.

The APC continued to implement its responsible energy 
consumption policy, using class A efficiency electrical appliances and 
increasing economic/environmental awareness among employees. 
This contributed to a 9.10% decrease in the APC’s direct electricity 
consumption in 2019.

In 2019, electricity consumption in the concessions rose as a result 
of the increase in the number of these companies operating in the 
South Dock. However, vessel consumption decreased considerably, 
as SASEMAR ships were only connected to the grid for three months 
during the year.

In 2019, the port’s total electricity consumption decreased, mainly 
as a result of the implementation of energy efficiency measures in 
public lighting.

C)  Electricity

D) Paper

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Electricity (GJ) 13,929.63 13,506.27 12,706.23 13,178.91 12,664.77

Electricity (kwh) 3,869,342 3,751,741 3,529,509 3,660,809 3,518,019

Land surface area 
(m2)

3,110,000 3,110,000 3,110,000 3,110,000 3,110,000

Electricity used per 
m2 of land (GJ/m2)

0.00448 0.00434 0.00408 0.00423 0.00407

Electricity used per 
m2 of land (kwh/m2)

1.244 1.206 1.135 1.171 1.131

Annual electricity consumption in the Port of Castellon per m2 of land  

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Consumption (GJ) 5,481.47 6,585.32 6,684.76 6,874.28 6,248.42

Consumption (Kwh) 1,522,631 1,829,255 1,856,879 1,909,524 1,735,685

Annual variation 
(%)

-22.56 20.14 1.51 2.84 -9.10

Service area (m2) 3,110,000 3,110,000 3,110,000 3,110,000 3,110,000

Ratio (GJ/m2) 0.0018 0.0021 0.0021 0.00221 0.00200

Ratio (Kwh/m2) 0.0490 0.5882 0.5970 0.613 0.558

Note: The APC’s consumption includes its own buildings, lighthouses and public 
lighting (recreational-administrative areas and roads).

APC’s direct electricity consumption (OPPE: A_32)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Concessions (GJ) 6,969.35 6,429.72 5,948.99 6,232.56 6,337.53

Vessels (GJ) 1,478.81 491.23 72.47 72.05 38.69

Indirect electricity consumption 
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2.5.3.1.  Responsible consumption and use of resources
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2.5.3.1.  Responsible consumption and use 
of resources

In 2019, there was a slight increase in the number of printed copies 
compared to 2018, together with a 4.5% rise in paper consumption. 
This was due to a larger number of administrative tasks carried out 
at the APC. However, in the five years since the responsible use of 
paper policy was introduced, there has been a cumulative decrease 
of 4%. 

However, the sustainability department is implementing a 
protocol that will turn the APC into a “paperless office” thanks to 
improvements in digital transformation.

Years 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Printed copies 341,122 393,067 374,228 337,059 367,887

% Variation per year -13.67 15.23 -4.79 -9.93 9.15

APC printing

Years 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Sheets of paper used 252,774 251,100 246,561 229,411 239,807

% Variation per year - -0.66 -1.81 -6.95 4.53

The following shows the efficiency of land use as a percentage of the 
land service area that is occupied by active, self-owned, concession 
and authorised facilities.

The total land area is 3,110,000 m2, of which 88% is available under 
concession. See section 1.6.1 Concessions and authorisations.

E)  Land use

LAND USE EFFICIENCY 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Land available under concession 
versus land used under concession (%)

36.8 36.6 42.32 50.32 44.3

Efficiency in the use of port land (OPPE: A_29)

The Mediterranean Sea has a relatively high number of biodiversity 
hotspots.

The European Marine Natura 2000 Network is an ecological network 
of marine biodiversity conservation areas which aims to protect 
and/or restore the habitats and animal and vegetable species that 
constitute Europe’s natural heritage.

There are two types of areas in the network. On the one hand, the 
Special Areas of Conservation (SACs), previously known as Sites of 
Community Importance (SCIs), and on the other hand, the Special 
Protection Areas for birds (SPAs).

The following figure shows the areas belonging to the European 
Natura 2000 Network in the marine environment near the Port of 
Castellon.

The only APC infrastructures located in natural parks are the 
lighthouses which aid navigation around Cape Irta and the 
Columbretes Islands.

There are areas around the port that are deemed to be of great 
ecological value, from a regional, national or higher perspective.  

These include the colony of Audouin’s Gulls (Larus audouinii) which 
have been nesting in the Port of Castellon for years and are listed as 
vulnerable according to the Spanish Endangered Species Catalogue.

2.5.4. Biodiversity (A_26, A_27, A_28) 

Areas in the network around the Port of Castellon (Source: MAPAMA)
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The APC’s environmental expenditure in 2019 included repairs, 
staff costs, independent professional services, depreciation 
of constructions, property, plant and equipment, investments 
required to maintain an environmental management system and 
environmental information processing equipment.

The APC’s environmental investments in 2019 were lower than in 
previous years, as the main environmental measures had already 
been implemented prior to this period. The main investments in 
2019 centred on: 

Energy efficiency

Comparative study of the Levante and Poniente particle 
collectors

Feasibility study on cold ironing (Onshore Power Supply 
system)

Drainage network for the perimeter road

The Port Authority of Castellon has an Internal Emergency Plan or 
Emergency Protection Plan (hereinafter IEP/EPP) that sets out the 
APC organisation and resources required to combat events that 
may pose a risk to life, the environment and/or property. All the 
emergency plans for concessions or authorisations in the port must 
be coordinated with this plan as they correspond to a higher level 
on the action scale.  

According to law, the period for reviewing and/or updating an IEP/
EPP is every three years or whenever there is a major change in 
port operations which, due to their impact, requires the IEP to be 
updated.

The Port of Castellon’s Internal Maritime Plan (hereinafter IMP), 
which includes the contingency plan in the event of a marine 
pollution event occurring within the port’s jurisdiction (the Zone 
I and Zone II service areas) was updated in 2019, and is pending 
approval from the Harbourmaster’s Office.

In 2019, the IMP was activated once at the level 0 alert phase, due 
to an accidental spill of hydraulic motor oil caused by a broken 
hose on a crane leg in a terminal, which contaminated the terminal 
esplanade and part of the water surface. This led to the activation 
of the terminal’s IMP. A containment barrier and absorbent blankets 
were deployed, and the entire spill was collected and subsequently 
managed as hazardous waste.

Regarding the Port Security Plan, the APC worked on updating the 
Port Security Assessment during part of 2019 and uploading it to 
the SECUREPORT online tool in order to continue with processing. 
In 2019, two security incidents involving stowaways on board ships 
were recorded.

2.5.5.  Expenditure and investments 
(I_37, A_01, A_02, A_03) 

2.5.6.  Action plans for emergency 
situations 

Environmental 
expenditure and 
investments

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Environmental 
expenses 
(+depreciation) (€)

874,892 779,826 919,866 1,097,027 384,062,78

Operating 
expenses (€)

17,687,595 17,655,683 17,834,142 18,952,899 19,674,437

Ratio (%) 4.95 4.42 5.16 5.79 1.95

Environmental 
investments (€)

40,513 76,432 514,530 1,092,936 119,235,19

Public investment 
* (€)

3,109,014 3,465,146 8,491,109 4,113,236 6,555,000

Ratio (%) 1.30 2.21 6.06 26.57 1.82

(*) Financial assets have not been taken into account.

Environmental resources (OPPE: I_37, A_01)

2.5.6.1.  Plans for the prevention of industrial 
and environmental risks and 
maritime protection
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1. 1. Emergency response

The Port Authority of Castellon deals with the emergencies 
included in the IMP through Port Authority staff, Port Police, port 
operations staff and its Security and Environment Division; and in 
conjunction with the Emergency Control Centre located in the port 
control building with the help of SASEMAR controllers.

In general terms, when an alert is received from a user, port staff, 
port police, etc., it is relayed to the controller through the Port 
Police who confirm the emergency. The controller then activates 
the IMP at the appropriate level based on the Port Police’s 
indications, thus triggering the sequence of calls established in 
the plan’s communication protocol. The Emergency Officer takes 
responsibility for managing the emergency by setting out the 
general course of action and the guidelines to be followed by the 
response groups assigned to the plan.

The resources allocated to this plan by the Port Authority are:  

400 m self-inflatable containment boom, unique in Europe, 
made of 800g/m2 fabric. Norway connector. It can be used both 
within the port area and in open water with a deployment time 
of only 10 minutes.

450 m self-inflatable containment boom Model A 850 HD, 
Markleen Terra.  ASTM connector.  This is suitable to contain 
possible crude and refined oil spills.

75 m self-inflatable containment boom to protect the Iberdrola 
combined cycle power plant’s cooling channel, Uniboom model, 
Markleen Terra. Norway connector. 

2.5.6.1.  Plans for the prevention of industrial 
and environmental risks and 
maritime protection
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In 2019, a total of 10 protection and safety drills were carried 
out, three of which involved the evacuation of office buildings 
in compliance with the Occupational Health and Safety Plan. A 
total of five drills were performed under the Marine Pollution Plan, 
four of which were carried out in the MASOL IBERIA BIOFUEL 
S.LU., B.P. Oil España S.A.U. (2) and UBE S.A. concessions, whilst 
the fifth exercise took place in the Port Authority of Castellon’s 
facilities.  

In 2019, the Port Authority of Castellon also conducted a mock drill 
to activate the IMP for a hypothetical oil spill in the water, deploying 
the booms via boats to contain the spill and then collect the oil with 
skimmers.

A drill was carried out in the FRICASA concession (refrigerated 
warehouse) in conjunction with the Port Authority which required 
the activation of the concession’s EPP and, subsequently, the Port 
Authority of Castellon’s EPP.

The exercise consisted of a simulated anhydrous ammonia leak 
in the refrigerated warehouse’s machinery room. A warehouse 
employee entered the room and collapsed on the floor, requiring 
the municipal fire brigade to attend the scene in NBC suits to carry 
out the rescue and take the employee to hospital.

2.5.6.2. Exercises and drills (S_18)

CONSULMAR boats

Castellon Municipal Fire Brigade wearing NBC protective equipment

Intervention and rescue of the injured employee.

Deployment of inner containment booms
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2.6.  Economic and  
financial results

2.6.1.  Revenue 
(I_12, E_01, E_04, E_09, E_12) 

As part of its endeavours to be a socially responsible company, the 
Port Authority of Castellon continues to work towards becoming 
increasingly sustainable from a financial viewpoint as it is well 
aware that the consequences of each of its economic decisions will 
have an impact on its stakeholders (employees, direct and indirect 
customers, society, suppliers, government and partners).

Every year it draws up a “Business Plan” which is the organisation’s 
blueprint for economic action in the coming years. This plan 
includes forecasts for investment, income, expenditure, human 
resources, objectives, SWOT analyses, intermodality and traffic. 
This document is drawn up and updated annually within the Port 
Authority of Castellon and is supervised and approved by the 
State-owned Ports Body, according to the guidelines set out by the 
Spanish Ministry of Development, given that it is a public company 
with private management.

As is legally required, the Port Authority of Castellon publishes its 
annual financial statements together with its audit report issued by 
the Spanish National Audit Office in the Official State Gazette, in 
order to promote economic transparency. However, over and above 
what is required by law, it has been publishing this Sustainability 
Report since 2010.

The Port Authority of Castellon is a responsible company that 
applies a policy of strategic rebates to ceramic tile industry traffic, 
as this is a leading sector in the port’s hinterland. Other rebates are 
applied to the activity charge, where customers take advantage of 
the service quality and good environmental practice directives that 
the APC has set up and which can be accessed on the website. 

https://www.portcastello.com/en/sustainability/quality/

As a sign of change and continuous management improvement, 
the Port Authority of Castellon has included green procurement 
criteria in expenditure and investment processes in its tenders since 
2014.

Net revenue decreased by around 1% compared to the previous 
financial year, despite the fact that the APC’s turnover once again 
exceeded €31 million.

In 2019, the Port of Castellon handled 20,720,852 tonnes, which 
represents a slight drop of 1.9% compared to 2018. This was the 
result of weaker exports in the Mediterranean due to protectionist 
policies, and a year in which port growth slowed considerably, 
falling by 1.3%.

2019 was also the year in which the Port of Castellon consolidated 
its fourth position in the ranking for solid bulk traffic, and fifth for 
import/export.

PortCastelló is now 12% more efficient in terms of charges per 
tonne and GTs (ship volume). The key to this increase in efficiency 
came from making the Ceramic Quay a concession for private 
operators. The subsequent implementation of 24-7 operations for 
solid bulk results in vessels spending less time in the port facility.

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Net revenue 25,645,123 26,244,331 28,734,719 31,334,908 31,069,917

Net revenue (€)

https://www.portcastello.com/en/sustainability/quality/
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2.6.1.  Revenue (I_12, E_01, E_04, E_09, E_12) 

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Occupancy charge 4,739,910 18.48% 4,917,835 18.74% 5,515,189 19.19% 6,356,958 20.28% 6,782,764 21.83%

Activity charge 3,483,055 13.58% 3,514,263 13.39% 3,746,325 13.04% 3,755,910 11.99% 5,204,941 16.75%

Net revenue 25,645,123 26,244,331 28,734,719 31,334,908 31,069,917

Revenue from the Occupancy and Activity Charges as a percentage of Net Revenue (€) (OPPE: E_09)

As the table above shows, the charges paid for the use of public 
port land represent 38.58% of net revenue.

The occupancy charge increased by 6.70% thanks to the new 
areas granted under concession and via authorisations in the 
North Dock and especially in the South Dock; while the activity 
charge rose by 38.58% due to the increase in the activity of our 
concessionaires.

The net revenue obtained from the Port of Castellon’s five main 
customers is shown below:

In 2019, the Port of Castellon’s top five customers were B.P. Oil 
España, S.L.U., Marítima del Mediterráneo, S.A., Masol Iberia Biofuel, 
S.L.U., Portsur Castellon, S.A. and Noatum Terminal Castellon.

The Port of Castellon’s return on assets was 4.84%, as shown 
below, given that 2019 brought net profit of around €10 million, 
a figure which has been similar over the last three years. In 
addition, the figures for non-current assets have also gone up 
over the last few years due to the fact that the Port is growing. 
It is important to highlight that this has been possible thanks to 
the expansion and diversification of traffic and to the spending 
restriction policy.

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Net revenue 
from five main 
customers

14,256,476 14,603,464 14,917,924 16,652,048 15,402,924

Net revenue 
(€)

25,645,123 26,244,331 28,734,719 31,334,908 31,069,917

Ratio 55.50 55.64 51.92 53.14 49.58

Net revenue obtained from the APC’s five main customers (OPPE: I_12)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Profit for the 
year* (€)

6,395,942 6,526,785 9,901,478 11,389,698 10,704,441

Average net 
non-current 
assets (art 
1.4 b Law 
33/2010 and, 
as of 2011, 
arts. 157 and 
166 LRD 
2/2011) (€)

218,217,000 218,637,000 219,817,000 221,378,000 220,880,000

Ratio (%) 2.93 2.98 4.50 5.14 4.84

* Profit for the year after tax excludes impairment and gains (losses) on the disposal of 
non-current assets and other extraordinary profits (losses), as well as financial revenue 
from capitalised financial costs and the balance of the Interport Compensation Fund 
contributed or received.

Return on assets (€) (OPPE: E_01)
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2.6.1.  Revenue 
(I_12, E_01, E_04, E_09, E_12) 

2.6.2.  EBITDA (E_02, E_03, E_13) 

Over the last few years, the percentage of inactive assets, 
defined as land and natural properties, has declined as a result of 
increased promotion of the land available, as the following table 
shows:

As shown in the following table, EBITDA decreased by 4.29% in 2019, 
compared to the figure reached in the previous financial year, obtaining 
a profit of just over €20 million.

In 2019, the decrease in EBITDA was the result of a 6.72% drop in 
operating profit, due to the reduction in traffic and its impact on the 
vessel and goods charges.

In terms of throughput, the Port of Castellon was close to the 21 
million tonnes registered in the previous year. The EBITDA/tonne ratio 
stood at €-3.33 for each tonne handled. This figure reflects a positive 
EBITDA trend which has enabled the APC to become increasingly 
profitable.

Finally, the net revenue per employee is shown, taking into account 
the average annual workforce.

The 5.57% drop in the productivity ratio per employee (as a 
percentage of turnover) stems from the small decrease in net 
revenue and the increase in the APC’s average annual workforce, 
which stands at 126 employees.

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Inactive 
assets (€)

16,092,000 15,370,000 15,496,000 15,306,000 14,039,000

Average 
net non-
current 
assets (arts. 
157 and 
166 LRD 
2/2011) (€)

218,217,000 218,637,000 219,817,000 221,378,000 220,880,000

Ratio (%) 7.37 7.03 7.05 6.91 6.36

Inactive assets (€) (OPPE: E_04)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Net revenue 
(€)

25,645,123 26,244,331 28,734,719 31,334,908 31,069,917

Average 
annual 
workforce

121 120 118 120 126

Ratio (€/
employee)

211,943 218,703 243,515 261,124 246,587

Net revenue per employee (OPPE: E_12)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

EBITDA* (€) 16,073,817 16,641,691 19,279,000 20,929,084 20,031,247

Variation in 
EBIDTA* (%)

112.61 103.53 115.85 108.56 95.71

Throughput 
(tonnes)

16,474,062 17,076,583 17,910,534 21,107,759 20,720,852

RATIO 
EBIDTA*/tonne 
(%) 

97.57 97.45 107.64 99.15 96.67

*EBITDA is calculated taking into account operating profit adjusted for depreciation, 
the allocation of grants, the balance of impairment and gains (losses) on the disposal 
of non-current assets and others, and extraordinary profit (loss).

EBITDA % variation (€/tonne) (OPPE: E_02) 

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

EBITDA* (€) 16,073,817 16,641,691 19,279,000 20,929,084 20,031,247

Average 
annual 
workforce

121 120 118 120 126

Ratio (€/
employee)

132,841 138,681 163,381 174,409 158,978

* EBITDA is calculated taking into account operating profit adjusted for depreciation, 
the allocation of grants, the balance of impairment and gains (losses) on the disposal 
of non-current assets and others, and extraordinary profit (loss).

EBITDA per employee (OPPE: E_13)
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2.6.2.  EBITDA (E_02, E_03, E_13) 2.6.3.  Operating expenses
As the table above shows, in 2019, the trend in productivity per 
employee (with respect to EBITDA) changed due to the small 
decrease in net revenue and the increase in the average workforce.

The Port Authority of Castellon has maintained a spending 
restriction policy and 2017 was the first year in which this trend 
changed with an increase in expenditure of 1%. In 2018, operating 
expenses increased by 6% to almost €19 million, and this figure 
remained steady in 2019.

In 2019, the three items which accounted for the largest share of 
operating expenses were: 

Staff costs, which increased by 6.09%, due to new hiring in 
recent years and the provision for salary increases in 2019.

The depreciation and amortisation charge for 2019, which 
amounted to €8 million. This is very similar to the figure for the 
previous year.

Other operating expenses, which increased by 6.49%. The 
expenditure item that grew the most in this area was the 
contribution made to the State-owned Ports Body, given 
the good results of 2018, as some contributions are linked 
proportionally to turnover from the previous year. Conversely, 
other current operating expenses fell by 11%, while external 
services and taxes remained largely unchanged from the 
previous year.

The table above shows that the resources that the Port Authority 
of Castellon has been able to generate over many years have been 
used to cover borrowing, and to finance the South Dock extension, 
for example. In 2016, debt servicing reached its peak due to the 
restructuring of these loans in order to be able to undertake the 
necessary investments in terms of connectivity in the following 
years. In 2019, as a result of the operation mentioned above, only 
18% of our resources were used to pay off loans, which will enable 
us to make new investments in connectivity over the next few 
years.

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Depreciation 
(€)

9,905,790 22,244,838 0 0 0

Interest (€) 3,506,321 3,944,708 3,047,289 3,054,697 3,059,868

Total (€) 13,412,111 26,189,546 3,047,289 3,054,697 3,059,868

Cash flow 
(€)

12,519,123 12,749,849 16,016,103 17,977,732 17,321,030

Ratio (%) 107.13 205.41 19.03 16.99 17.66

Debt service (€) (OPPE: E_03)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Operating 
expenses (€)

17,687,595 17,655,683 17,834,142 18,952,899 19,679,108

Operating expenses 

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Taxes (€) 259,267 313,826 304,542 313,829 308,644

Taxes 
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2.6.3.  Operating expenses 2.6.4.  Staff costs
The breakdown of the three main expense items, categorised by 
their relative importance which together make up total operating 
expenses, is as follows:

Staff costs went up by 6.09%, with an average staff of 126 
employees.

Meanwhile, social security contributions only rose by 5.61%. There 
are two items included in social security contributions: “Employer 
social security contributions” and “Other employee benefit 
costs”, which include various expenses such as staff clothing 
(these include port police uniforms, clothing for workshop 
staff, vessel crews and the necessary occupational health and 
safety equipment), as well as staff training costs, which in 2019 
amounted to €52,000, and other employee benefit costs.

As the graph shows, the percentages of the items have remained 
almost unchanged over the last five years, with staff costs and 
other operating expenses each accounting for around 30%, and 
depreciation and amortisation for approximately 40%.

2015 2016 2017 2018

28.73%28.15%27.84%28.40%30.22%

30.47%29.73%29.16%29.32%27.41%

40.80%42.12%43.00%42.28%42.37%

2019

Staff costs Other operating expenses Depreciation

Main operating expense items (€)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Staff costs (€) 5,277,732 5,014,703 4,957,195 5,327,014 5,651,558

Staff costs

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Social security 
contributions 
(€)

1,370,410 1,365,902 1,360,191 1,455,417 1,537,101

Social security contributions
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2.6.5.  Operating profit (E_05) 2.6.6.  Net profit 

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Net revenue 
(€)

25,645,123 26,244,331 28,734,719 31,334,908 31,069,917

Operating 
revenue (€)

27,074,880 27,794,238 30,392,614 32,849,804 32,637,218

Operating 
expenses (€)

17,687,595 17,655,683 17,834,142 18,952,899 19,679,108

Operating 
expenses* (€)

16,935,578 17,021,137 17,206,585 18,134,352 18,602,207

Operating 
profit (loss) 
(€)

9,387,285 10,138,555 12,558,472 13,896,905 12,958,110

Accounting 
profit (loss) 
(€)

5,960,220 6,269,442 9,537,332 10,879,509 9,942,083

Operating 
expenses*/
Net revenue 
ratio (%)

66.04 64.86 59.88 57.87 59.87

Operating 
expenses /
Operating 
revenue ratio 
(%)

65.33 63.52 58.68 57.70 60.29

(*) Operating expenses are calculated as the total amount of staff costs plus 
depreciation and amortisation plus other operating expenses (excluding losses, 
impairment and changes in provisions for trade receivables and the Interport 
Compensation Fund contributed).

Variation in activity (OPPE: E_05)

Operating revenue reached a total of €32.64 million, which is very 
similar to the figure for 2018. This is basically made up of the items 
that make up net revenue, which fell by only 0.85%, other operating 
revenue, which increased by 6.74%, and the allocation of non-
financial grants, corresponding to capital grants (mainly European), 
which remained unchanged from the previous year. 

At the end of the year, the Port Authority of Castellon recorded 
an operating profit of €12.96 million, down 6.72% on the result 
obtained in 2018.

Taking into account financial charges amounting to €3.02 million, 
which is very similar to the figure for 2018, net profit for the year 
stood at €.94 million, which is the second consecutive year of 
around €10 million.

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

35,000,000

30,000,000

25,000,000

20,000,000

15,000,000

10,000,000

5,000,000

0

Net profit over the last five years

Operating revenue

Operating expenses

Net profit

Net revenue

Operating profit
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2.6.7.  Investment and assets  
(I_08, E_06, E_07, E_08)

This section firstly shows public investment by the Port Authority 
made over the last five years in relation to cash-flow: 

In 2019, the resources used by the Port Authority for public 
investment amounted to 20.15%, complying with 53% of the 
Investment Plan, which was not fully executed due to delays in the 
administrative processing of rail works and of the liquid bulk quay 
project in the Port of Castellon’s South Dock.

Although budgeted investment levels have not been reached in 
the last two years, the next few years will once again be a period 
of strong investment, with funds being used to improve the port’s 
road and rail connectivity and to develop the South Dock, providing 
Portcastelló with all the services it needs to remain among the top 
ten Spanish ports.

The following table shows comparatives figures for public and 
third-party investment.

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Public 
investment* (€)

3,109,014 3,465,146 8,491,109 4,113,236 3,489,596

Cash-flow (€) 12,519,123 12,749,849 16,016,103 17,977,732 17,321,030

Ratio (%) 24.83 27.18 53.01 22.88 20.15

(*) Financial assets have not been taken into account.

Public investment by the APC (OPPE: I_08, E_06)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Third-party 
investment (€)

2,777,000 9,859,000 9,166,000 9,173,000 7,885,000

Public 
investment* (€)

3,109,014 3,465,146 8,491,109 4,113,236 3,489,596

Ratio (%) 89.32 284.52 107.95 223.01 225.96

* Financial assets have not been taken into account.

Comparative figures for third-party and public investment (OPPE: E_07)

It is important to highlight the private investments being made 
in Portcastelló, many of which are related to the commitments 
acquired by extending the concession periods and other 
commitments undertaken, which demonstrate the Port 
Community’s firm commitment to the growth of the Port of 
Castellon.

As we have seen in the previous table, the ratio of public 
investment to net non-current assets was 1.58%. This was a 
very low figure due to the fact that only 53% of the Investment 
Plan was executed. However, the future trend of this indicator is 
positive given that in the coming years there will again be high 
levels of investment in port connectivity and in making the port a 
logistics hub.

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Public 
investment* 
(€)

3,109,014 3,465,146 8,491,109 4,113,236 3,489,596

Average 
net non-
current 
assets (art. 
1.4 b Law 
33/2010 
and as of 
2011, art. 
157 and 166 
LRD 2/2011) 
(€)

218,217,000 218,637,000 219,817,000 221,378,000 220,880,000

Ratio (%) 1.42 1.58 3.86 1.86 1.58

(*) Financial assets have not been taken into account 

Asset renewal (OPPE: E_08)
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Introduction
Letter from the Chairman on the relevance of sustainability for 
the Port Authority and the commitments acquired in relation to 
sustainable development.

Letter from the Chairman

The port’s mission, vision and values
Description of the main sustainability challenges and objectives 
in terms of  infrastructure, target markets, economic viability, 
institutional communication, operational efficiency, and service 
quality.

Main facts and figures/milestones
1.1. Mission, vision and values
1.2. Strategic Plan

Functions and legal status

I_01 General description of the Port Authority’s legal status, detailing 
aspects such as its ownership, competences framework, public port 
land management system and financing mechanisms (in line with 
the recast text of the Spanish Law on State-owned Ports).

The Port Authority of Castellon (APC) is a public body among 
those envisaged in letter g) of section 1, article 2 of the Spanish 
General State Budget Law. It has its own legal status and equity, 
and full capacity to act. It is dependent on the Spanish Ministry 
of Development, through the State-owned Ports Body, and is 
governed by specific legislation, by the applicable provisions of the 
Spanish General State Budget Law, and additionally by Spanish Law 
6/1997, of 14 April, on the Organisation and Functioning of Central 
Government. Its activity is subject to Spanish private legal order, 
including its capital purchases and contracts, but excluding its 
exercise of the public power attributed thereto by law. It carries out 
the functions it has been legally assigned under the general principle 
of independent management, notwithstanding the powers attributed 
to the Spanish Ministry of Development, through the State-owned 
Ports Body (hereinafter OPPE), and those corresponding to the 
Autonomous Regions.

Governance

I_02 Functions and procedures for electing the Port Authority’s 
governing bodies, such as the Chairman, Director and the Board of 
Directors.

1.3.1. Board of Directors
The Chairman of the Port Authority of Castellon is appointed and 
dismissed by the Valencian Regional Government from a group 
of people of recognised professional standing and expertise. The 
appointment or dismissal, once communicated to the Minister of 
Development, is published in the Official Valencian Region Gazette 
and in the Spanish Official Gazette.

The Director of the Port Authority of Castellon is appointed and 
dismissed by the full majority of the Board of Directors, at the 
proposal of the Chairman, from a group of people with higher 
education qualifications, recognised professional standing and at 
least five years’ experience in port techniques and management.

3.1.  State-owned Ports 
Body indicators (OPPE)

INSTITUTIONAL DIMENSION
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I_03 Structure of the Port Authority’s Board of Directors, including 
information about groups and associations represented on it.

1.3.1. Board of Directors

I_04 Description of the management and decision-making support 
systems used by the Port Authority, such as quality management 
systems, balanced scorecard management, and market specification 
campaigns.

2.2.1. The pursuit of excellence 
2.2.1.1. Management tools
2.3.1. Internal communication
2.3.2. Productivity by objectives
2.3.5.3. Occupational health and safety 
2.5.2.1. Environmental management system

I_05 Existence of a management committee and its structure. 2.1.1. Management Committee
2.1.2. Steering and Interdepartmental Committees

I_06 Description of sectorial technical committees that support the Board 
of Directors, in addition to the Shipping and Port Council, the Port 
Services Committee, and the Security Advisory Committee.

1.3.2. Shipping and Port Council
1.3.3. Port Services Committee

Infrastructure and capacity

I_07 Description of the Port Authority’s role as an infrastructure provider 
and reference to the landlord type model. Details of the port’s 
general technical characteristics, such as land surface area, sheltered 
water surface area, surface area available for concessions, quays and 
their operations, and land access.

The facilities at the service of shipping in the Port of Castellon are:

•  Facilities at the service of shipping: quays and berths classified by
docks

• Breakwaters

Their technical characteristics are detailed on the website.
https://www.portcastello.com/en/business/quay/
The APC plans, designs, builds, maintains and operates the 
infrastructure, the maritime signals assigned to it and port services, 
in accordance with the general planning, specifications and 
coordination established by the State-owned Ports Body based 
on responsible resource management. To achieve this, the APC 
has created a management model aimed at promoting global 
strategies to make the port more competitive, as well as providing 
infrastructure and managing public port land.
1.4.3. Port area planning

I_08 Infrastructure underway or planned and its purpose
Provide a brief summary of the actions underway or completed 
in 2019, indicating their purpose and the investment certified in 
that year. Only include the actions described in the investment 
monitoring application as ‘port infrastructure and capacity.’

1.4.1. Infrastructure
1.4.2. Port works
2.6.7. Investment and assets

I_09 Industrial or logistics promotion initiatives, such as participation in a 
Logistics Activities Area (ZAL), dry port, etc. and their purpose.

The APC does not have a shareholding in any dry port or logistics 
platform outside its public port land area.

Markets

I_10 Traffic evolution over at least the last three years, represented as the 
total number of tonnes handled, total number of tonnes by goods 
groups, and as a percentage of each of these groups’ totals.

1.5.1. Port traffic

http://www.portcastello.com/el-puerto/caracteristicas-tecnicas.html
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I_11 Hinterland and foreland. Main countries of origin and destinations of 
cargo, understood as those which account for 70% of port traffic.

1.5. Traffic and markets

I_12 Amount invoiced to the Port Authority’s five main customers, 
expressed as a percentage of total revenue.

2.6.1. Revenue

I_13 Description of the main local economic sectors or activities which 
rely on the port for their business development.

1.5. Traffic and markets

I_14 Describe the private sector’s role in service provision and port 
operations, including types of services, describing for each one the 
role of the Port Authority and that of the private sector. Describe the 
Port Authority’s regulatory and monitoring role, with reference to 
the tools it has at its disposal. 

1.6.2. Services provided

I_15 Number of companies that operate in the port under concession, 
authorisation or licence.

1.6.1. Concessions and authorisations
1.6.2. Services provided
2.4.7. Supporting and developing the community

I_16 Percentage of the real land surface area, defined as land for 
commercial use, that is under concession.

1.6.1. Concessions and authorisations
2.4.7. Supporting and developing the community

I_17 Total number of tonnes handled in the port, which correspond to 
concession or authorised cargo terminals, as a percentage of total 
goods traffic.

1.4.3.1 Demarcation of Port Areas and Usage (DEUP)

Service quality

I_18 Information channels made available by the Port Authority to ensure 
that operators who wish to provide services in the port or apply for 
a concession are clearly aware of the terms and conditions required 
to operate in the port, and of the administrative procedures that 
regulate this process, such as availability of the services’ regulatory 
conditions on the internet, and sectorial information sessions.

2.1.3. Other boards and committees
1.6.1. Concessions and authorisations
1.6.2. Services provided
2.4.5. Relations with suppliers
2.4.7. Supporting and developing the community
The APC follows a policy of total transparency in providing 
information about the conditions for accessing the provision 
of services, in accordance with current legislation. The Spanish 
Legislative Royal Decree 2/2011, of 5 September, under which 
the recast text of the Spanish Law on State-owned Ports and the 
Merchant Navy was passed, sets out in article 113.1 that the specific 
terms and conditions for the provision of port services, once 
approved by the Board of Directors, must be published in the Official 
State Gazette and be available to interested parties in the APC 
offices in physical and electronic formats.
The APC has drawn up and approved the terms and conditions for 
the provision of mooring, tugboat and port pilot services, as well as 
for the liquid and solid vessel-generated waste collection service, 
with their corresponding publications in the Official State Gazette 
and on the APC website.

I_19 Initiatives promoted by the Port Authority aimed at improving 
efficiency, service quality, and goods service performance.

2.1.3. Other boards and committees
1.6.2. Services provided
2.2.1. The pursuit of excellence 
2.4. Society
2.4.4. Relations with customers and the Port Community
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I_20 Number of authorised companies, concessionaires and port service 
providers that have applied for rebates to promote improvements in 
service quality. The traffic throughput these companies generate.

2.2.1. The pursuit of excellence 

I_21 Description of the initiatives promoted by the Port Authority to 
receive and deal with complaints and suggestions from the port’s 
final customers, and to assess customers’ degree of satisfaction with 
the services provided by the port.

2.2.1. The pursuit of excellence 
2.4. Society
2.4.1. Customer service
2.4.4. Relations with customers and the Port Community

Integration in the transport system. Sustainable mobility

I_22 Current road and rail access, and initiatives envisaged to improve 
this, as well as a description of the strategies adopted by the 
Port Authority to promote port-rail intermodality in terms of 
infrastructure, operational coordination, and sales management. 

Main facts and figures/milestones
1.4.3.2. Road access
1.4.3.3. Rail access
1.5.3. Sustainable mobility

I_23 Description of the strategies adopted by the Port Authority to 
promote Ro-ro traffic.

1.5.3. Sustainable mobility

I_24 Evolution of rail freight in and out of the port over the three last 
years, as a percentage of total land traffic; in addition to the Ro-ro 
traffic coming in and going out of the port as a percentage of total 
general import-export cargo over the last three years.

1.5.3. Sustainable mobility

Institutional communication

I_25 List of stakeholders identified by the Port Authority. The APC’s stakeholders continue to be employees, customers, 
suppliers, partners, government and society.
2.4.3. Relations with citizens
2.4.4. Relations with customers and the Port Community
2.4.5. Relations with suppliers

I_26 Communication with stakeholders and their participation model. 2.4.2. Communication and cooperation channels 

I_27 Stakeholders’ main concerns and worries. 2.4. Society
2.4.1. Customer service
2.4.3. Relations with citizens
2.4.4. Relations with customers and the Port Community
2.4.5. Relations with suppliers

I_28 Coordination and cooperation projects with other authorities. 2.4.7. Supporting and developing the community

I_29 Technical and business associations the Port Authority belongs to or 
in which it takes an active role.

2.4.7. Supporting and developing the community

Commercial promotion

I_30 Description of the initiatives carried out by the Port Authority for 
the port’s commercial promotion. Refer to the target sectors and to 
possible field work carried out for market prospection.

2.4.6. Commercial promotion
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I_31 Sales promotion expenses, expressed as a total amount and as a 
percentage of total operating expenses.

2.4.6. Commercial promotion

Institutional commitment

I_32 Description of communication and service-provision projects using 
the internet or other electronic media aimed at optimising port 
management, providing information to stakeholders, and facilitating 
customer and supplier management.

1.6.3. Provision of electronic services

I_33 R&D&I projects, including their objectives and achievements, 
promoted by the Port Authority or in which it takes an active 
role, and the institutions it cooperates with in these projects. 
Total economic resources assigned: expenditure and investments, 
expressed as a total in euros and as a percentage of the Port 
Authority’s total expenditure and investments.

1.6.3. Provision of electronic services

I_34 Foundations, cultural initiatives, courses, seminars, training and other 
social programmes promoted or supported by the Port Authority, 
and the total financial resources assigned: expenditure and 
investments, expressed as a total in euros and as a percentage of the 
Port Authority’s total expenditure and investments.

2.4.7. Supporting and developing the community

I_35 Description of programmes or projects aimed at improving the 
port-city interface and total economic resources allocated to this 
concept: expenditure and investments, expressed as a total in euros 
and as a percentage of the Port Authority’s total expenditure and 
investments.

2.4. Society

I_36 Total financial resources: expenditure and investments assigned 
to security and safety, expressed as a total in euros and as 
a percentage of the Port Authority’s total expenditure and 
investments. Describe the items or initiatives included.

2.3.5.3. Occupational health and safety

I_37 Total financial resources: expenditure and investments assigned 
to environmental issues, expressed as a total in euros and as 
a percentage of the Port Authority’s total expenditure and 
investments, describing the items or initiatives included.

2.5.5. Expenditure and investments
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Economic and financial situation

E_01 Return on assets, expressed as a percentage of yearly profit (loss) 
divided by the average of total assets, as defined in the 22nd final 
provision of Spanish Law 2/2012 of 29 June on the General State 
Budget.

2.6.1. Revenue

E_02 Changes in EBITDA (€) in total throughput, in the EBITDA-
throughput ratio and in the EBITDA percentage difference compared 
to the previous year (ending on 31 December) for at least the last 
three years.

2.6.2. EBITDA

E_03 Debt servicing, expressed as 100 x (debt amortisation + interest)/
(cash flow)

2.6.2. EBITDA

E_04 Inactive assets, defined as land and natural properties that have 
not been used during the year to which an economic, social or 
environmental value can be assigned, expressed as a percentage of 
their net carrying value divided by the net average of non-current 
assets for the year.

2.6.1. Revenue

E_05 Changes in operating expense and operating revenue ratios over at 
least the last three years.

2.6.5. Operating profit

Level and structure of investments

E_06 Changes in public investment made by the Port Authority and cash 
flow ratios over at least three years.

2.6.7. Investment and assets

E_07 Changes in the ratios between third-party investment and public 
investment made by the Port Authority over at least three years

2.6.7. Investment and assets

E_08 Asset renewal, expressed as the ratio between annual investment 
volume and the average of net non-current assets for the year (as 
per Spanish Law 2/2012 of 29 June on the General State Budget).

2.6.7. Investment and assets

Business and services

E_09 Changes in revenue from occupancy and activity charges and the 
ratios between occupancy and activity charges and net revenue over 
at least the last three years.

2.6.1. Revenue

E_10 Changes in throughput in tonnes per square metre of the land 
service area defined as land for commercial use, over at least the last 
three years. 

1.4.3.1. Demarcation of Port Areas and Usage (DEUP)

E_11 Changes in throughput in tonnes per linear metre of active quays, 
over at least the last three years (an active quay is one which has 
been used during the last three years).

1.4.3.1. Demarcation of Port Areas and Usage (DEUP)

Added value and productivity

E_12 Changes in net revenue per employee (average annual workforce) 
over at least three years.

2.6.1. Revenue

ECONOMIC DIMENSION
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E_13 Changes in EBITDA per employee (average annual workforce) over 
at least three years.

2.6.2. EBITDA

Social and economic impact

E_14 Estimate of the number of direct, indirect, and related jobs created 
by the Port Community. Refer to the study and method used to 
reach this figure.

2.4.7. Supporting and developing the community

E_15 Estimate of the Port Community’s gross added value. Refer to the 
study and method used to reach this figure.

No studies were carried out in 2019. 

IND DESCRIPTION Chapter/Section Page

Employment at the Port Authority

S_01 Total number of Port Authority employees (average annual 
workforce).

2.3.3. Employee data and indicators

S_02 Number of temporary staff as a percentage of the total number 
of permanent staff. In order to calculate this indicator, temporary 
contracts to cover excess production have been excluded from the 
total number of temporary employees. 

2.3.3. Employee data and indicators

S_03 Breakdown of staff by area, i.e. port police, maintenance staff, office 
staff included in the collective agreement and those excluded from 
it.

2.3.4.2. Equal opportunities

S_04 Percentage of staff included in the collective agreement. 2.3.3. Employee data and indicators

Internal communication and participation

S_05 Worker representation mechanisms and communication with 
management

1.3.1. Board of Directors
2.3.4.3. Trade union representation and freedom of association

S_06 Mechanisms for staff to participate in improving the Port Authority’s 
operational processes (suggestions system, regular meetings to 
coordinate activities, quality groups, etc.).

2.1.2. Steering and Interdepartmental Committees
2.2.1.1. Management tools
2.3.1. Internal communication

Training

S_07 Percentage of staff who undertake training courses. Differentiate 
between staff included in the collective agreement and those 
excluded from it.

2.3.4.1. Training

S_08 Changes in the average number of training hours per employee. 
Differentiate between staff included in the collective agreement and 
those excluded from it.

2.3.4.1. Training

SOCIAL DIMENSION
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S_09 Number of training courses related to the competence-based 
management system (as set out in the current collective agreement).

2.3.4.1. Training

Staff structure and distribution

S_10 Number of women as a percentage of the total number of 
employees.

2.3.4.2. Equal opportunities

S_11 Number of women excluded from the collective agreement as a 
percentage of the total number of employees and as a percentage 
of the total number of employees excluded from the collective 
agreement.

2.3.4.2. Equal opportunities

S_12 Percentage of permanent staff over 50 years of age. 2.3.3. Employee data and indicators

S_13 Percentage of permanent staff under 30 years of age. 2.3.3. Employee data and indicators

Occupational health and safety

S_14 Changes in the annual accident frequency index (FI), expressed 
as the ratio between the number of accidents involving sick leave 
in a year and the total number of hours worked in the same year, 
calculated as:
FI = (total number of accidents involving sick leave / number of 
hours worked) x 106.

2.3.5.3.2. Safety at work

S_15 Changes in the annual accident severity index (SI), expressed as the 
ratio between the number of working days lost through accidents 
in a year and the total number of hours worked in the same year, 
calculated as:
SI = (number of working days lost through accidents / number of 
hours worked) x 103.

2.3.5.3.2. Safety at work

S_16 Changes in the annual absenteeism index, expressed as the ratio 
between the number of calendar days lost through sick leave and 
the number of employees, calculated as: 
A.I. = (number of calendar days lost due to sick leave x 100) / 
(number of employees x 365)

2.3.5.3.2. Safety at work

S_17 Occupational health and safety training, expressed as the total 
number of training hours divided by the number of employees.

2.3.5.3.2. Safety at work

S_18 Number of industrial safety and port security exercises and drills. 2.3.5.3.2. Safety at work
2.5.6.2. External emergency plan

Employment and occupational health and safety in the Port Community

S_19 Estimated total number of direct jobs created by cargo terminals, 
passenger terminals and companies providing port services.

2.4.7. Supporting and developing the community

S_20 Brief description of the type of safety and training conditions or 
requirements included in the specific terms and conditions for the 
provision of port services, in the granting conditions and in the 
concession and authorisation licences.

1.6.1. Concessions and authorisations
2.4.7. Supporting and developing the community

S_21 Description of the business activity coordination mechanisms 
available in the Port Community on occupational health and safety 
within the port.

2.3.5.3.2. Safety at work
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S_22 Total number and percentage of cargo terminals and passenger 
terminals under concession or authorisation, as well as companies 
licenced or authorised to provide port or commercial services that 
have an OHSAS system.

2.3.5.3.1. Occupational health and safety management system 
2.3.5.3.2. Safety at work

S_23 Number of technical training courses for the Port Community on 
safety and security, coordinated by the Port Authority.

2.3.4.1. Training

Relations with the environment

S_24 Port Authority initiatives to provide disabled access (including 
passenger service licence conditions, passenger terminal concession and 
authorisation conditions, and specific initiatives in public areas).

2.4. Society

IND DESCRIPTION Chapter/Section Page

Environmental management

A_01 Total financial resources: expenditure as well as investments, if any, 
associated with the implementation, certification and maintenance of 
a Port Authority environmental management system in accordance 
with the EMAS regulation, the ISO14001:2004 standard or the 
PERS certification, expressed as a total in euros and as a respective 
percentage of the Port Authority’s total expenditure and investments.

2.5.2.1. Environmental management system
2.5.5. Expenditure and investments

A_02 Total financial resources: expenditure and investments made in 
environmental monitoring and characterisation, expressed as a total 
in euros and as a respective percentage of the Port Authority’s 
total expenditure and investments. This item includes expenditure 
and investments associated with measuring systems, measuring 
campaigns and projects for cataloguing and characterising 
environmental aspects linked to port traffic and activities.

2.5.2.3. Water quality management
2.5.2.6. Air quality management
2.5.2.7. Soil management
2.5.2.8. Noise
2.5.5. Expenditure and investments

A_03 Cleaning costs for the cleaning of communal land and water areas, 
expressed as thousands of euros per square metre of service area.

2.5.5. Expenditure and investments

A_04 Environmental training, expressed as the percentage of Port 
Authority staff who have received environmental training, accredited 
by the Port Authority based on the functions they carry out in the 
port.

2.3.5.3.2. Safety at work

Air quality

A_05 Brief summary of the main sources of significant emissions (sporadic 
and scattered) in the port, such as construction, demolition and 
maintenance of port infrastructure; emissions from machinery used 
in port operations, emissions from road traffic in port facilities, ships 
berthed, handling and storage of solid bulk, and others related to port 
activity.

2.5.2. Environmental management
2.5.2.6. Air quality management
PM

10
 particle emissions

ENVIRONMENTAL DIMENSION
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A_06 Changes in the number of complaints registered by the Port 
Authority over at least the last three years, made by port 
stakeholders (port community, urban centres, public administration, 
etc.), about dust emissions or air quality in general. Availability of a 
standardised complaint management system.

2.4.1. Customer service
2.5.2.6. Air quality management
A) PM

10
 particle emissions

A_07 Brief summary of the measures implemented by the Port Authority 
to control emissions from port activities, including administrative, 
operational and technical solutions, such as the drafting of 
environmental standards, control of environmental operations by the 
port surveillance service, measurement of environmental parameters, 
restrictions on the handling of solid bulk cargo, and other initiatives.

The Good Environmental Practice Guide is available at
https://www.portcastello.com/en/communication/publications/
guias-medioambientales/
(currently Spanish only)

2.5.2.6. Air quality management

A_08 Brief summary of the initiatives undertaken by the Port Authority 
to assess the impact of port operations on air quality, and the total 
number of studies or programmes carried out. Description of the 
air quality monitoring equipment available to the Port Authority, 
indicating the total number of monitors, the parameters measured, 
whether measurements are continuous or on demand, and where 
they are located.

2.5.2.6. Air quality management
A) PM

10
 particle emissions

A_09 The value of air quality parameters in the port, such as annual 
average values and the number of exceedances of the daily limit 
value for pollutants which are significant in relation to port activity, 
such as PM particles, sediment particles, nitrogen oxides and sulphur 
oxides.

2.5.2.6. Air quality management

Water quality

A_10 Description of the main sources of discharges (specific and 
scattered) in the port which have a significant impact on water 
and sediment quality in the port’s docks, such as ravines, irrigation 
channels, urban waste discharge points, operations involving solid 
bulk and others, differentiating between whether the discharges are 
generated by companies or port activities.

2.5.2.4. Discharges and spills
C) Significant discharges from facilities, communal areas or vessels

A_11 Brief summary of the measures implemented by the Port 
Authority to monitor discharges related to port activities, including 
administrative, operational and technical measures (controlled 
cleaning and maintenance points, improvements to the sewage 
network, operational surveillance). Measures that are explicitly 
included in the hydrological plan of the basin in which the port is 
located shall be specifically addressed.

2.5.2.3. Water quality management

A_12 Number and brief summary of campaigns to characterise port 
water quality, which are not the result of obligations arising from 
environmental impact statements.

2.5.2.3. Water quality management

A_13 Percentage of land surface in the service area that has wastewater 
collection and treatment systems. Wastewater is considered to be 
treated when it is discharged into the municipal sewage network, 
or when it is discharged into a dock but has been authorised for 
discharge.

2.5.2.4. Discharges and spills
C) Significant discharges from facilities, communal areas or quays

https://www.portcastello.com/comunicacion/publicaciones/guias-medioambientales/
https://www.portcastello.com/comunicacion/publicaciones/guias-medioambientales/
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A_14 Percentage of land surface in the service area that has rainwater 
collection and treatment systems. Rainwater is considered to be 
treated when it is discharged into the municipal sewage network, 
or when it is discharged into a dock but has been authorised for 
discharge.

2.5.2.4. Discharges and spills
C) Significant discharges from facilities, communal areas or quays

A_15 Brief description of the technical resources used to clean the water 
surface and the amount of floating waste collected during the year.

Cleaning of communal water areas

A_16 Number of times the Internal Accidental Marine Pollution 
Contingency Plan has been activated.

2.5.2.4. Discharges and spills
B) Significant discharges from vessels

A_17 Volume of wastewater discharges generated by the Port Authority 
or discharged into sewers owned by the Port Authority, broken 
down by type.

2.5.2.4. Discharges and spills
2.5.3.1. Responsible consumption and use of resources
A) Water

Noise

A_18 Brief summary of the main sources of significant emissions (sporadic 
and background) which have a significant noise impact. 

2.5.2.8. Noise

A_19 Number of complaints registered with the Port Authority during 
the year, made by port stakeholders (port community, urban 
centres, public administration, etc.), about noise emissions from 
port activities. Availability of a standardised complaint management 
system.

2.4.1. Customer service
2.5.2.8. Noise

A_20 Description of the port's situation in terms of noise mapping and a 
noise action plan.

2.5.2.8. Noise

A_21 Number of initiatives and characteristics of these initiatives 
undertaken during the current year on noise sources identified as 
a result of complaints and non-conformities registered by the Port 
Authority.

2.5.2.8. Noise

Waste management

A_22 Percentage of waste generated by the Port Authority, which is 
separated and recovered, broken down by type of waste ((tonne 
type of recovered waste / tonne total waste collected) x 100)

2.5.2.2. Waste management
2.5.2.4 Discharges and spills

A_23 Brief summary of the main waste generation activities or sources 
within the port, such as fishing activities (fishing gear, packaging), 
solid bulk handling (waste left over after operations), recreational 
areas, machinery maintenance tasks and sludge from septic tanks.

2.5.2.2. Waste management
C) Types of waste generated within the port area
D) MARPOL waste
2.5.2.4. Discharges and spills
B) Significant discharges from vessels

A_24 Initiatives promoted by the Port Authority to improve waste 
management in the port community. Existence of collection points, 
waste collection initiatives, recovery programmes, etc.

2.5.2.2. Waste management

A_25 Percentage of contaminated dredging, according to the international 
conventions signed by Spain (class II or III materials) expressed as 
[(cubic metres of dredged material class II and III) / (total cubic 
metres of dredged material)] x 100.

2.5.2.2 Waste management
B) Hazardous waste
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A_26 Description of areas or species with conservation or protection 
status, adjacent to the port or on public port land: SCIs, SPAs, 
cultural interest sites, Ramsar.

2.5.4. Biodiversity

A_27 Work to characterise and catalogue the natural environment in the 
port and adjacent areas. In particular, the availability of underwater 
bionomic mapping of port waters.

2.5.4. Biodiversity

A_28 Brief description of projects to regenerate the natural environment 
undertaken by the Port Authority, and an estimate in euros of the 
cost of these actions.

2.5.4. Biodiversity

Eco-efficiency

A_29 Land use efficiency, expressed as the percentage of the land service 
area that is occupied by active facilities, either Port Authority 
facilities or those under concession or authorisation.

2.5.3.1. Responsible consumption and use of resources
E) Land use

A_30 Changes in the Port Authority’s total annual water consumption over 
at least the last three years, expressed as total cubic metres and as 
cubic metres per square metre of service area, indicating whether 
the network is managed by the Port Authority or outsourced.

2.5.3.1. Responsible consumption and use of resources
A) Water

A_31 Changes in the efficiency of the water supply network over at 
least the last three years expressed as a percentage, for those Port 
Authorities that directly manage their own water supply network.

2.5.3.1. Responsible consumption and use of resources
A) Water

A_32 Changes in the total annual electricity consumption used in Port 
Authority facilities and in lighting for communal service areas over 
at least the last three years, expressed as total Kwh and as total Kwh 
per square metre of service area.

2.5.3.1. Responsible consumption and use of resources
C) Electricity

A_33 Changes in total annual fuel (diesel, petrol, natural gas, etc.) 
consumption used by the Port Authority (cars, heating, etc.) over 
at least the last three years, expressed as total cubic metres and as 
cubic metres per square metre of service area.

2.5.3.1. Responsible consumption and use of resources
B) Fuel

Port community

A_34 Brief description of the type of environmental aspect conditions or 
requirements included in the specific terms and conditions for port 
services, in the award granting conditions and in the concession and 
authorisation licences.

2.5.2. Environmental management
This information remains the same as that included in the 2013 
Sustainability Report, which is available at https://www.portcastello.
com/en/communication/publications/annual-reports/sustainability-
report/ and in the section on Specific Terms and Conditions for 
the Provision of Port Services https://www.portcastello.com/en/
business/private-sheets/ 

A_35 Degree of implementation of environmental management systems 
in port facilities, expressed as the total number and percentage 
of cargo terminals and passenger terminals under concession or 
authorisation and companies with a licence or authorisation to 
provide port or commercial services that have EMAS certification or 
are certified according to ISO 14001:2004 whose scope covers all 
the environmental aspects related to their activities.

2.5.2.1. Environmental management system

http://www.portcastello.com/servicios/pliegos-particulares.html
https://www.portcastello.com/comunicacion/publicaciones/memorias-anuales-sostenibilidad-portcastello/memoria-de-sostenibilidad/
https://www.portcastello.com/comunicacion/publicaciones/memorias-anuales-sostenibilidad-portcastello/memoria-de-sostenibilidad/
https://www.portcastello.com/comunicacion/publicaciones/memorias-anuales-sostenibilidad-portcastello/memoria-de-sostenibilidad/
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